"Behold, I come quickly, and my reward is with me, to give every man according as his work shall be." Rev. 22 :12.
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HE WILL COME.
ONE by one the moments fly,
And the rolling years go by,
Soon the glorious Messiah shall appear.
Fearful signs on sea and land,
Speak his advent near at hand,
And the "hearts of men are failing them for fear."
CHORUS:
Joy, Oh joy the saints are singing,
Cheer up pilgrim, he will come—
Free from'death, and sin, and care—
We will meet him in the air,
And we'll ever bask in our eternal home.
Christian raise thy drooping head;
For thy blessed King path said,
"I am coming soon to judge the sons of men
And I hasten to prepare
Mansions beautiful and fair.
If I leave you I will surely come again."
CHORUS :
Oh ! we long to hail that hour,
When in majesty and power
He shall come with angels beautiful and fair,
And the dead shall hear his voice,
Arid the living saints rejoice,
And together fly to meet him in the air.
CHORUS:
Saviour, come! make no delay;
Haste to bring the welcome day,
When thy weary ones shall share eternal joy.
0, we long to be at rest,
In those mansions fair and blest,
Where the wily foe can never more annoy.
MRS. L. D. A.. STUTTLE.
Vernon, Mich., Nov. 28, r879.

acurral Artideg.
THE GREAT CONTROVERSY.
BETWEEN CHRIST AND HIS ANGELS AND SATAN
AND HIS ANGELS.
CHAPTER XV.
Jacob and Joseph.
BY MRS. E. G. WHITE.
OF the twelve sons of Jacob, the one for
whom he had special love was Joseph; for
he was the son of his beloved wife Rachel,
and one of the Children of his old age. He
was a son of remarkable beauty. His oldest
sons had arrived at manhood, and had developed unhappy traits of character. There was
continual strife among the eleven; they were
neither just nor benevolent toward each other.
The envy and ,jealousy which were cherished
by the several mothers making the family
relation very unhappy, were instilled by word
and example into the minds and hearts of the
children, who grew up revengeful, jealous,
and uncontrolable. They would not endure
provocation, for they had too long cherished
hatred and revenge. These evils will ever
be found to be the result of polygamy. Each
of the mothers is envious and jealous lest her
own children shall not receive due attention
from the father; and again they experience
bitterness and discontent whenever they
are made to feel that another is preferred before them. Children who grow up together
surrounded by such elements are most likely
to indulge in resentment for every supposed
slight, and revenge for any imaginary wrongs.
There is that in polygamy which dries up
human affection, and tempts to the loosening
of ties which sho'uld be held sacred.
Jacob's life was made very bitter by the
conduct of his sons. Joseph had another
spirit; he was cheerful and' happy, and possessed great love for his father whose heart
was bound up in his child. This preference
for Joseph was unwisely manifested, and
called out the revengeful disposition of his
other sons. When Joseph saw the wicked
course pursued by his brethren he remonstrated with them; but they hated him for his
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entreaties, and for daring to reprove them who
were so much older than lie, and accused him
of being a spy upon their actions. As Joseph
saw that Isis words and entreaties only excited
wrath against himself, he laid the plans and
evil purposes of his brethren before his father,
which gave him knowledge of many things
he otherwise would not have known. The
fathers of children among the Hebrews were
made responsible in a great degree for the
sins of their children, when they were left
without the exercise of authority and restraint.
When the father's solicitude was expressed to
his sons in a voice tremulous with grief, and
he implored them to have respect for Isis gray
hairs and not make his name a reproach, and
to be despised because of their course, the
sons felt sorry and ashamed before their father, because their wickedness was known,
but felt envious and jealous of Joseph because
he had informed his father of their course of
sin. Jacob flattered himself that Ilia sons repented of their wickedness, and he trusted
they would reform.
Jacob unwisely gave expression to his love
for Joseph in making him a present of a coat
of beautiful colors. This only increased the
hatred of his brothers against him; for ti
thought Joseph had stolen their fatlieCH atiections from them, 'and they considered themselves ill treated and deprived of their father's
confidence and love. They did not see that
their own wicked course was a continual
shame and disgrace to his gray hairs, and that
his affections centered upon Joseph because
of his purity and true excellence of character.
The Lord gave Joseph a dream which he
related; Jacob would have been alarmed had
he suspected the hatred and malicious feelings
this dream aroused in the hearts of his sons
again4 his beloved child. Joseph dreamed
that while they were all engaged binding
sheaves of grain, his sheaf arose and stood
upright, and the sheaves of all the rest stood
round about and bowed before his sheaf. No
sooner was his dream related than they all
understood its significance. His brothers exclaimed with indignation, "Shalt thou indeed
have dominion over us? " Their hatred toward him burned deeper is) their hearts than
before. Soon the Lord gave Joseph another
dream of the same import, but more strikingly
significant. This dream he also related to his
father and his brethren. He said, " Behold
I have dreamed a dream more, and, beheld,
the sun and the moon and the eleven stars
made obeisance to me." The interpretation
of this dream was quite as quickly discerned
as was that of the first. " And his father
rebuked him, and said unto him, what is this
dream that thou bast dreamed? Shall I and
thy mother and thy brethren indeed come to
bow down ourselves to thee to the earth? And
his brethren envied him; but his father observed the saying."
Like a youthful prophet Joseph stood before
them in the simplicity of virtuous innocence,
his beautiful countenance lighted up with the
spirit of inspiration. His brethren could but
admire his purity and goodness; but they did
not choose to leave their wicked course and
become virtuous and noble like him. The
spirit that actuated Cain was fastening upon
them. Like him they hated their brother
because he was innocent and righteous and
beloved of his father, while they were wicked
and a source of grief to their father as Cain
was to his father.
Joseph's father had confidence that the
Lord was revealing the future to his son; bat
his words of apparent severity did not satisfy
his elder sons, for the voice of tremulous affection betrayed his true feelings. He called
to mind the promise of God to Abraham, to
Isaac, and to himself. His heart bad been
grieved and disappointed in his older sons, but
as he saw the qualities of mind possessed by
Joseph, his hopes centered in him. He hoped
that God would wonderfully bless him, the
eldest son of his beloved Rachel. The favor
with which Jacob regarded Joseph could not
be concealed, and the, gorgeous colored coat
which he had given him was a clear evidence
to his sons of his partiality. This they
thought gave them sufficient reason for harboring jealousy, hatred, and revenge in their
hearts.
These brothers were obliged to move from
place to place in order to secure better pastur-

age for their flocks, and sometimes they did
not see their father for months. At one time
Jacob directed them to go to Shechem, a place
which he had purchased. After they had
been gone some time, and he had received no
word from them he feared that evil might
have befallen them, knowing that they were
near where their cruelty had been practiced
upon the Shechemites. So he sent Joseph to
Shechem to find his brethren, and bring him
word of their condition. Had Jacob known
the true feelings of his sons toward Joseph,
lie would not have trusted him alone with
them; bnt they had concealed their wicked
purposes from him.
When Joseph arrived at the place where
his father supposed his brethren were, he did
not find them. As he was traveling from
field to field in search of them, a stranger
learned his errand and told him they had gone
to Dothan. He had already traveled fifty
miles, and, a distance of fifteen more lay before him. This was a long journey for the
youth; but he performed it cheerfully, desiring to relieve the anxiety of his beloved father,
an 1 longing to see his brethren who were enshrined in his affections. But .he was illy
repaid for his love and obedience.
At length he saw his brethren in the distance and hastened to greet them. They also
saw him coming, his gay colored coat making
him easily recognized; but as they beheld it,
their feelings of envy, jealousy, and hatred,
were aroused. They did not consider the
long journey he had made on foot to meet
them; they did not think of his weariness
and hunger, and that as their brother he had
claims upon their hospitaliy, their tender consideration and brotherly love. The sight of
that coat which signalized him in the distance
filled them with a Satanic frenzy. " And
when they saw him afar off, even before he
came near unto them, they conspired against
him to slay him. And they said one to another, Behold, this dreamer cometh."
There seemed to be a common feeling of
deadly hatred in their hearts. They had engaged in carnage and destruction until their
feelings had become calloused. The indulgence of one known sin deadens the conscience
so that it is more easily overcome with the
next temptation. Thus step by step the
course of sin and transgression is pursued
until there is a harvest of crime through the
indulgence of the first sin. These men regardless of the consequences, had passed on from
stage, to stage hardening their hearts in the
indulgence of sin until they had to all intents
and purposes the spirit of Cain. They were
enraged that Joseph had heretofore informed
against them, and they looked upon him as
a spy.
They had ere this decided that if a favorable
opportunity offered they would slay him; the
proposition was made, " Come now, therefore,
and let us slay him, and cast him into some
pit, and we will say, some evil beast Bath
devoured him; and we shall see what will
become of his dreams."
This terrible purpose would have peen carried out had not Reuben shrunk from participating in the murder of his brother. He
plead for Joseph, showing with clear arguments what guilt would ever rest upon them,
and, that the curse of God would come upon
them for such a crime. He proposed to have
him cast alive into a pit, and left there to
perish, meaning to take him out privately
and return him to his father. He left their
company, fearing that his feelings would betray his design.
Joseph came on, glad and joyful that the
object of his long search was accomplished.
But, instead of a pleasant greeting, he met
only scorn, abuse, and fierceness of looks which
terrified him. He was immediately seized,
and the coat which had created so much hatred, was stripped from him with the most
taunting remarks. He had never before received such treatment and lie expected his
brethren would immediately kill him. His
mind runs back to his home, his father, and
the blessing he had received as he parted
from him, and then he anticipated the sorro w
he would feel at his death and the guilt of
his murderers. He entreated them to spare
his life, but all to no avail; he was helpless
in the hands of infuriated men whose hearts
were insensible to pity, and whose ears were
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deaf to the cry of anguish. But the eye of
God was upon him, and Joseph's cries of distress reached his throne. His brethren thrust
him int) a dark pit and then sat down to enjoy their customary meal. But while they
were eating, they saw a company of Ishmaelites approaching, and Judah, who was beginning to regret what had been done, suggested
that here was an opportunity to sell their
brother and obtain money, which would be
better than leaving him to perish in- the pit;
for said he, is he not our own flesh? Then,
too, Judah thought that he could be disposed
of by being removed entirely from them. All
agreed to the proposition of Judah; Joseph
was drawn up out of the pit, and heartlessly
sold as a slave.
( To be continued).

A

"Magnificent Preacher."

THE North-Western Christian Advocate
thus discourses about popular pastors. All
can discover the point in this, and all must
acknowledge that it is apt and correct. But
it is unfortunate that nine-tenths of those
who will read this and appear to appreciate
its force, would dismiss a good, faithful, pious, but not brilliant, pastor, and "call" such
an one as is here described. The current is
in the direction of oratorical, frothy preaching, and few have strength of principle to
make any effort to turn it into a better channel. "A wonderful and horrible thing is
committed in the land; the prophets prophfalsely, and the priests bear rule by their
esy,
means [take into their bands] ; and my people
love to have it so." Jer. 5 : 30. 31. But
here is the discourse :—
" Like his prototype of old, Apollos is 'an
eloquent man.' He was born so. When he
was a small boy lie used to astonish his fond
parents and teachers by his wonderful eloquence in spouting Rienzi's address and the
celebrated philippic of Patrick Henry. Appollos conceived the idea of preaching as the
vocation in which he might excel all competitors. His parents were surprised by the
announcement of his intention, for, though
he had been a member of the church from
infancy, and had some inclination to piety,
he was not aggressively religious. But the
assurance of his college professor of moral
philosophy that he had a remarkable genius
for moral ideas and that he would be sure to.
take the highest rank as a pulpit orator,
decided the question; and so, after passing;
through the theological school, Appollos entered the ministry.
There is a peculiar flavor in the preachingof Appollos. He has wonderful personal
magnetism. Indeed, the personnel of theman, his fine figure, striking attitudes and
gestures, are so forcibly 'posited in your consciousness' that you cannot forget them. The.
subject matter of his preaching is not specially solid or scriptural, though he never fails.
to take a text from the Bible, and that is a
mark of his good 'sense, worthy of note in
these days of progress. But he has such a.
brilliant imagination and such fertility of invention that you feel it unreasonable to require him to stick to his text. And there is.
such a glamor of beauty and poetic halo in
his thoughts and manners, and such rhetorical
finish in his language, that you go away filled
with enthusiasm—for the man. When you
come to try to recall what he said, in order
to sift it and get the residuum of truth in it,
you are at a loss, and feel persuaded that
there is something so ethereal about Appollos
as to elude the grasp of ordinary mortals.
You cannot exactly identify that ethereal
something with the Holy Ghost;• nor do you
feel specially fortified and strengthened in
your religious life; but of this you are certain: That Appollos is a great man; that he
is emphatically what the daily papers in this
city call him—'a magnificent preacher.'
MEEKNESS is imperfect if it be not both
active and passive ; if it will not enable us
to subdue our own passions and resentments,
as well as qualify us to bear patiently the
passions and resentments of others.

A CHINESE proverb says : " Man cannot
become perfect in a hundred years ; he can
become corrupt in a single day."
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THE SIGHS 0]? TILE TIMES.

The Immortality of the Soul-History of
He attaches great importance to the resur- Again he says, "If thou shalt defile the Holy
the Doctrine.
rection. " Let us consider, beloved, how the Spirit, thou shalt not live." (Sim. 5 : 59.)
Lord does continually show us, that there Again: "This kind of men are ordained unto
(Continued.)
shall be a future resurrection." (1 Cora 11 : death." ( Sim. 6 : 13.) Sinners "shall bring
TEACHING OF THE APOSTOLIC FATHERS.
16.) Once more: " And again, • Job says, death upon themselves." (Verse 44.) Once
WE now come in the history of our subject Thou shalt raise up this flesh of mine. that more: "They render themselves liable to
to inquire into the faith and teaching of those has suffered all these things." (Chap. 12 : 9.) death." (Verse 38.) "But for those who rewho in the Christian church were the imme- He teaches that the time of reward is at the pent not, death is prepared." (Sim. 8 : 55.)
diate successors of the apostles. In the Apoc- second advent. " Let us therefore strive with "They shall purchase death unto themselves."
ryphal New Testament we have the writings all earnestness, that we may be found in the (Verse 64.) If they shall not repent, they
of the " Apostolic Fathers."
number of those that wait for him, that so shall die." (Verse 67.) Again : "These
Says Archbishop Wake, these epistles are a we may receive the reward which he has have utterly lost life." (Verse 68.) The folfull and perfec,, collection of " all the genuine promised." (Chap. 17 : 6.)
lowing testimony is very plain: "For before
writings that remain to us of the apostolic
He represents immortality as a gift from a man receives the name of the Son of God,
fathers, and carry on the antiquity of the God. "How blessed and wonderful, beloved, he is ordained unto death; but when he rechurch from the time of the Holy Scriptures are the gifts of God. Life in immortality!" ceives that seal, he is freed from death, and
of the New Testament to about a hundred (Verses 1, 2.) And again he says to the same assigned unto life." (Sim. 9 : 152.) Of the
and fifty years after Christ. Except the effect, " By him would God have us to taste wicked he says, " These are condemned to
kIoly Scriptures, there is nothing remaining the knowledge of immortality." (Verse 18.) death." (Verse 179.) This statement he reof the truly genuine Christian antiquity more It is through Jesus, then, that we obtain im- peats a large number of times, so many that
early. They contain all that can with any mortality. He represents man as mortal, we do not try to quote them all.
certainty be depended upon of the most prim- made of the dust. " But what can a mortal
This is the whole testimony of Hermas
itive fathers." (Preface to Abp. Wake's Apos. man do Or what strength is there in him upon the nature of man. He sets before the
Fathers, p. 15.)
that is made out of the dust " (Chap. 18 : people life and death. In all his writings,
It is not claimed that these writings are all 2.)
life is held out as the reward of obedience,
genuine and reliable; for it is generally agreed
Of the punishment of the wicked he says, and death as the punishment everywhere
that they are not. Some of them, no doubt, "They therefore who do anything which is threatened. He gives no hint of consciouswere written by the men whose names they not agreeable to his will, are punished with ness between death and the resurrection. He
bear, and at a very early date; and all of death." (Verse 21.) In this second letter to says nothing of going to Heaven or hell at
them were probably written sometime dur- the Corinthians he says, " What think ye, death. He says nothing of eternal torment.
ing the first two centuries. They simply then, that he shall suffer, who does anything As to the immortality of the soul, the deathshow the faith of the writers at that time. that is not fitting in the combat of immortal- less spirit, and the like, he is totally silent.
As they are all the Christian writings that ity 7 " (2 Cor. 3 : 12.) He places himself Hermas then, plainly believed in the mortalhave come down to us from the time immedi- squarely against universalism, or any hope ity of man, the sleep of the dead, and the deately following that of the apostles, they are of repentance in the future world. "For struction of the wicked.
important. We now inquire what they after we shall have departed out of this world,
IGNATIUS, A. D. 107.
taught upon the subject in hand. Do we we shall no longer be able either to confess
Ignatius was bishop of Antioch about A. D.
find them all teaching the immortality of the our sins or repent in the other." (Verse 16.)
soul, the conscious state of the dead, endless He teaches that when the wicked are once 107, and is the next of the apostolic fathers.
torment, etc.? If so, this fact should have destroyed, it will be forever. There will be There are several epistles ascribed to him.
Epistle to the Ephesians. -In this epistle he
some weight with us. But if, on the other no restoration from it. For he says, " Nothband, we find them all harmonizing with the ing shall, deliver us from eternal punishment says the Lord suffered "that he might breathe
Bible in teaching the mortality of man, the if we shall disobey his commands." (Chap. the breath of immortality unto his church.
(Chap. 4 : 4.) Evidently, then, immortality
sleep of the dead, and the destruction of the 3 : 8.)
comes alone through Christ. Hence he says
wicked, then we shall have further evidence
The wicked are destroyed. This is their
that we have understood the inspired writers punishment. And as they never come to life again, "Why do we suffer ourselves foolishly
to perish, not considering the gift which the
correctly upon this subject.
their punishment is eternal. Thus in Lord has truly sent to us ?" (Verse 6.) Then
Let us examine these writings, and see if, again,
writings of Clement we find nothing of he says, "Forasmuch as he designed to abolas late as one hundred and fifty years after the
the immortality of the soul, nothing of purChrist, the immortality of the soul, or eternal gatory, nothing of deathless spirits, nothing ish death." (Verse 14.) And again in the
misery, was taught by any of the Christians. of going to Heaven at death, nothing of eter- same strain, speaking of the Lord's supper he
says, "Which is the medicine of immortality,
BARNABAS, A. D. 71.
nal torment, or anything like this. Clement our antidote, that we should not die, but live
'The first writer is Barnabas, A. D. 71. We teaches that immortality is a gift of God, to forever in Christ Jesus." (Verse 16.)
-will lay before the reader every passage of be obtained through the resurrection, and that
These testimonies are very plain. Death
his that relates to, our subject. He says, the wicked are utterly to perish in the second is the portion of the sinner; immortality
.4' There are, therefore, three things ordained death. He exhorts us to " lay hold on eternal comes through Christ. With the New Tesby the Lord,- the hope of life, the beginning life." And again: "Keep your bodies pure, tament, he says that the sinner "shall depart
-and the completion of it." (Chap. 1 : 7)
and your seal without spot, that ye may re- into unquenchable fire." (Verse 3.) As we
Life, then, was what they hoped for. He ceive eternal life." (2 Cor. 3 : 17, 18.)
have shown elsewhere, they will be burned
teaches that the wicked will perish: "A
HERMAS, A. D. 100.
up in a fire that cannot be extinguished.
man will justly perish, if, having the knowlEpistle to the Magnesians.-In this epistle
The next in order of time is Hermas, who
.edge of the way of truth, he shall neverthe- wrote
he says, "Seeing, then, all things have an end,
about
A.
D.
100.
He
is
supposed
to
less not refrain from the way of darkness."
there are these two indifferently set before us,
(Chap. 4 :7.) Again: "Because ye shall all have been a companion of Paul. (Romans death and life." .(Chap. 2 : 1.) Here he is in
16
:
14.)
He
has
spoken
very
clearly
on
the
wax old as a garment, the moth shall eat
harmony with the whole Bible, as we have
you up." (Chap. 5 : 1.) Of Jesus he says, subject in hand. He very plainly teaches shown. He says that when the sinner is rethe
utter
destruction
of
the
sinner.
"
For
4' They that put their trust in him, shall live the remembrance of evils worketh death." warded according to his deeds, he will cease
forever." (Chap. 7 : 7) He says that those
to exist. " For should he have dealt with us
who are wicked are " adjudged to death." (Vision 2 : 23.) Again: " Happy are all they according to our works, we had not now had
that
do
righteousness.
They
shall
not
ba
(Chap. 9 : 6.) And the wicked " are as the
a being." (Chap. 3 : 7.)
dust which the wind scattereth away from consumed forever." (Verse 28.) He repreEpistle to the Trallians. -Of Christ he says,
sents
the
dead
as
being
asleep.
Of
certain
the face of the earth." " Thou shalt not
" Who died for us, that so believing in his
ones
he
says
they
"
are
those
which
are
fallen
cleave to those that walk in the way of death."
death, ye might escape death." (Chap. 1 : 5.)
4, The mouth is the snare of death." (Chap. asleep, and have suffered for the sake of the Again: "I refrain myself, lest I should perish
Lord's
name."
(Vision
3
:
54.)
14 : 6, 17.) " But the way of darkness is
The second book of Hermas is called his in my boasting." (Verse 12.)
crooked and full of cursing; for it is the way
Epistle to the Romans.-He here rests all
"
Commands."
In that he says, " Thou shalt
of eternal death, with punishment, in which
upon the resurrection. Speaking of his marlive
to
God,
if
thou
shalt
keep
this
command-they that walk meet those things that destroy
trydom he says, " For it is good for me to set
their own souls." Here he says eternal death, ment." (Commands 1 : 5.) Again: " By so from the world, unto God, that I may rise
doing,
thou
mayest
attain
unto
life."
(Corn.
not eternal misery. " But he that chooses
again unto him." (Chap. 1 : 8.)
the other part shall be destroyed, together 3 : 9.) And again: " They who do such things,
There is no reference to this subject in his
follow
the
way
of
death."
(Com.
4
:
2.)
Of
with his works. For this cause there shall
epistle to the Philadelphians nor in that to
be both a resurrection and a retribution." the way of evil he says, "It is rugged and the Snayrrueans.
For the day is at hand in which all things full of thorns, and leads to destruction."
Epistle to .Polycarp.--In this epistle he
shall be destroyed, together with the wicked (Com. 6 : 4.) He represents that there is no says, " Be sober, as the combatant of God:
life
out
of
the
Lord.
Thus:
"
Whatsoever
one. The Lord is near, and his reward is
shall fear him, and keep his commandments, the crown proposed to thee is immortality,
with him." (Chap. 15 : 1, 8, 10.)
and eternal life." (Chap .1 : 12.) He plainly
This is a good witness, showing the faith their life is with the Lord; but they who teaches the sleep of the dead and the destruckeep
them
not,
neither
is
life
in
them."
of the church at that time. He represents (Com. 7 : 6.)
tion of the wicked, thus: " Labor with one
that the wicked shall die, perish, be destroyed,
another; contend together, run together, suffer
Of
sin
he
says,
"
It
is
very
horrible
and
to blown away as dust, and eaten as a moth;
together; sleep together, and rise together; as
wild;
and
by
its
wildness
consumes
men.
that souls will be destroyed; and he speaks of
the stewards, and assessors and ministers of
And
especially
if
a
servant
of
God
shall
the sleep of the dead, the coming of the Lord,
Gcd." (Chap. 2: 13.) He thus exhcrts these
chance
to
fall
into
it,
except
he
be
very
wise,
the resurrection, and retribution thereafter.
ministers to suffer together in their warfare,
he
is
ruined
by
it;
for
it
destroys
those
who
But, on the other hand, he does not, in all
to sleep together in death, and to rise together
his writings, so much as once hint that man have not the garment of a good desire, and in the resurection.
has an immortal soul. He never intimates are engaged in the affairs of this present
This is the whole of Ignatius's testimony.
anything about an endless hell. Dr. Beecher world, and delivers them unto death." (Corn. Like all others, he is utterly silent with
12
:
2.)
Again
he
says
that
the
wicked
"
shall
admits that Barnabas perhaps, taught the
regard to the immortality of the soul, or anyannihilation of the wicked. He remarks, die forever." (Verse 6.) That is, there is no thing looking in that direction. Of the writresurrection
from
that
death.
His
death
is
" What he says may be understood of the
ings of this father Dr. Beecher. says, "In
annihilation of the wicked." (Doc. of Scrip. eternal. Again he says, God "is able to save some cases the idea of annihilation is sugand
to
destroy
you."
(Verse
33.)
Ret. p. 281.)
The third book of Hermas is called his gested." (Script. Ref., p. 283.)
CLEMENT, A. D. 91-100.
(To be Continued.)
"Similitudes." In this he deals largely in
The next writer is Clement, A. D. 91-100, illustrations. After showing how certain dry
THE countenance and manners of some perin his two letters to the Corinthians. He trees were cast into the fire, and utterly
was a disciple of Peter's, and bishop of Rome. burned up, he says that these represent the sons may be compared to the inscriptions on
He exhorts us to lay " aside all vanity, and wicked. " For the other kind of men, their monuments, which speak nothing but
contention, and envy which leads unto death." namely, the wicked, like the trees which thou good of what is within ; but he who knows
(1 Cob. 5 : 1.) Simple death is the doom of sawest dry, shall as such be found dry and anything of the world, or of the human heart,
the sinner, according to Clement. Again: without fruit in that other world; and like will no more trust to the courtesy, than he
" The transgressors shall perish from off the dry wood shall be burned." (Sim. 4 : 4.) will depend on the epitaph.-Frorn, Cabinet
Here their utter destruction is plainly taught. of Moral Literature.
lace of it the earth]."
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CHRISTMAS HYMN.
is born our blessed Saviour ;
Sing the wondrous Life begun !
Man divine and God incarnate,
Israel, lo ! thy holy One !
Now fulfilled the prophet's vision ;
See the child, the Lord of all,
Stript indeed of heavenly splendor,
Choosing for His couch a stall.
Hail, Messiah ! Hail,
All Hail !
CHRIST

Wonderful, the Seer proclaimed Thee,
Mighty God and Prince of peace,
King whose everlasting kingdom
Shall forevermore increase.
Yet no royal sign or title
Could thy boundless grace declare,
Like that name of endless sweetness
Thou for us alone dost bear.
Jesus ! Jesus, Hail !
All Hail !
Jesus-Saviour of His people!
Jesus-Shepherd of His flock !
Well of life and hidden manna,
Wayside strength and tower of rock I
Jesus, see Thy church adoring
Prostrate at Thy infant feet,
Her Redeemer's praise outpouring
In that name of names most sweet 1
Jesus ! Jesus, Hail !
All Hail !

-Harriet Kimball, in Independent.
Is Sinai Extinct ?
WE have just laid down the fascinating
biography of the late Dr. Eadie of Scotlandthe erudite commentator, and one of the most
robust Scotchmen of his time. The Doctor
describes a wonderful night which he spent at
the base of Mount Sinai during a protracted
thunder-storm. For hours, the' whole atmosphere was ablaze with lightning, and the ancient mountain roared as if the chariots of
Jehovah were coursing through the granite
pinnacles. It was a most vivid reproduction
of that scene when there were thunders and
lightnings on the summit, and all Israel
waited, trembling, in the camp beneath.
As we read the striking narrative the
thought arose in our mind: Oh ! that the people of our times could be made to hear more
distinctly the solemn voices of Sinai, uttering
forth the sacred authority of law, the exceeding sinfulness of sin, and the sure retribution
of a wrath to come! Never was there a time
when there was a more urgent necessity for
preaching. God's holy law, in all its scope of
righteous demand and just penalty. Never
was there a time when the popular conscience
needed a more thorough toning up. Never
has there been a time when that sharp sword
of the Spirit-which Finney used to wieldwas oftener required to cleave sinners' hearts
and to bring them to repentance.
Some people imagine that Sinai is extinct.
Certain pulpits seem to be pitched so far
away from the sublime mountain, that its
august peak is no longer visible, and its
righteous thunders against sin are no longer
audible. With this school of rose-water ministers, the theology of law is voted obsolete
and barbarous; the world is to be tamed and
sweetened and sanctified entirely by a theology of love. They preach a one-sided God
-all mercy and no justice-with one-half of
his glorious attributes put under eclipse.
Even sinners are not to be warned, with
tears and entreaties, to flee from the wrath
to come. They are to be coaxed into holiness
by a magical process which makes nothing of
repentance, and simply requires a " faith "
which costs no more labor than the snap of a
finger. This shallow system may produce
long rolls of " converts," but it does not produce solid, sub-soiled Christians.
Sinai is not an extinct mountain in Bible
theology. Not one jot of its holy law has
been lowered or repealed. In one very vital
sense, no Christian is " free from the law."
It would not be a "happy conditicn " for him
if he were so, any more than it would be a
happy condition for New York or Chicago to
disband their police, and to let loose their
criminals into the streets. So far from being
a kindness, it would be eventual cruelty to
any man, or any community, to place them
beyond the reach and the just penalties of
divine law.
This is especially an unfortunate time in
which to preach a limber-backed theology
which has no stiffening of the word "ought "
in its fiber, and which seldom disturbs men's
consciences with the retributions of sin. Society will not be regenerated with colognewater. We need more of the sacred authority
of law in our homes-more enforcement of
law in the commonwealth-more reverence
for God's law in our hearts-:more law preaching in our pulpits, and more " law-work " in
the conversion of souls which are to represent
Christ by keeping his commandments. Such
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A MINUTE,
successful workmen as Lyman Beecher (would
through those who heard. That night a dark
All of these persons, whom we would place
to God that his,voice could, ring again in cercloud
rested over their home, which, though far above suspicion—had they noth'na to do
A MINUTE, how soon it has flown!
tain pulpits!) and Chas. G. Finney, and Kirk,
invisible to human eyes, was none the less with this frightful death? They thins not;
And yet, how important it is !
and Daniel Baker, made much of the moral
real. The noise of the wind which wailed on but did they not, nevertheless, water the seed
God calls ev'ry moment His own,
government of God. They never capped
all sides of the house seemed to be the sharp, which produced the mortal fruits? We visit
For all our existence is His ;
Sinai. Under their plain, bold preaching of
shrill whistle of the locomotive, and sepulchral his home. It is a home truly desolate. We
And though we may waste them in folly and play,
the guilt of sin, and its deserved retribution,
voices seemed to cry, " Who killed this man?" here see his wife, a widow now, a victim of
He notices each that we squander away.
the hearts of the sinners were pricked through
Leaving these persons to the just accusations his cruelty. The last thing he did while at
with sharp conviction. Being thus convicted
Who Killed This Man?
of their own consciences, we will take our home was to strike and abuse her. Near this
of their own guilt, sinners came to know why
route. We enter several drinking places unhappy woman, we find two children, one
[The following is taken from a French tract, en- wherein he had drank on that day. In each
they required an atonement, and they underof whom is a cripple. Who can say that this
" Traite sur la Temperance." It appears
stood why they must flee to a glorious all suf- titled,
that in a certain village a series of meetings was place this question making itself to be heard, is not the work of the father? Notwithstandficient Saviour. Such preaching of the truth being held, and towards the close of one of them the " Who killed this man?" And, in answer, ing, he had at one time a happy home, and a.
broke up the fallow-ground, and produced incident herein spoken of was narrated to one of the we heard, distinctly murmured in our ears, joyous, lovable wife. This woman had belast speakers. We find it in our French paper these words: "If those who sold to him the come a poor miserable creature. She sobbed
great crops of thorough Christians.
Set it down as a truism that the minister printed in Basel, Switzerland, Les Signes des Temps. last glass are to blame, are not those culpable bitterly on seeing what had come to pass,
The English rendering is by Bro. Gardner, of Oakdoes the best work who emphasizes most land, Cal., for the Swags OF THE TIMES.]
who sold to him the first, and all of the others, although she was, at the same time, delivered
forcibly the depravity of the human heart,
THERE was a gathering in the village. The also?" But the same question, clear, and dis- from a drunkard and a tyrant. Once, she
the majesty of law, and the complete suffi. trains passed near the house wherein it was tinct, invites us still to continue our researches. had lit up this humble home with her smile,
ciency of Christ's life as our model, and being held, and each, in passing, attracted the We obey, and soon find ourselves in an assem- and her husband had found his joy in the
Christ's death as the atoning sacrifice for sin. attention of the company by its sharp, shrill bly of magistrates on the day when licences modest and comfortable bosom of his family.
The apostles preached law as well as gospel. whistle, which filled the air with its vibra- were accorded; on the day when, by law, But he had commenced to drink, and she
Peter " pricked the hearts " of three thousand tions. The eveninc, passed agreeably. The liberty was given to those who had sold the smiled and made light of it. The clouds besinners with the naked blade of truth, and house was filled; the heartg were happy; the drink, which, step by step, had finally brought gan to gather; the cottage became gloomy, and
they were converted to Christ before sunset. faces radiant; their addresses were excellent; to his death this poor unfortunate. The min- the face of this woman became clothed with
Paul reasoned about righteousness, temper- music admirable; and, in short, all was calcu- isters, and the aged, and honorable merchants an expression of profound sadness. When
ance, judgment to come, in the very teeth of lated to inspire the company with life and signed the certificates, by means of which, drunk he abused and beat her, and be cona licentious governor. All the. best revival gaiety.
dram sellers had been enabled to obtain tinued to drink until, at last, in his state of
discourses of Whitefield, Edwards, Nettleton
This same evening an incident took place, licences to sell spiritous drinks. These cer- intoxication he stumbled and fell, never again
and Payson emphasized the holiness of God, the narration of which, gave to the last tificates being read, and, as we enter in the to rise. And here again, in the midst of the
the guilt of sin, and indispensableness of obey- speaker's remarks a special force. Nearly imagination the homes of the ministers, and lamantat
ions of this widowed woman, comes
ing Christ's commandments. The only criti- two miles distant, on the line of the railroad, the offices of the merchants, wherein these this same cry, in accents heart-rending, "Who
cism I have to make on the preaching of my a man was run over by the locomotive and papers had been signed, this question pre- killed this man?" And, involuntarily, we
beloved friend Moody, is that he does not terribly mutilated. He had been drinking, sented itself anew to us, " Who killed this turn ourselves to this poor desolate woman;
make quite enough of repentance before a had passed the station where he wished to man?" And, while this resounded in our ears, we deplore that she ever smiled under the
sinner trusts Christ, nor enough of holy living get out, and had come on to the next. Dis- the thought came to us to go still further, drunken blow, and would that from the first
as the proof that he has trusted Christ. covering his error, he conceived the idea of and ask if those who delivered these certifi- she had declared open war with him.
Brother Moody gloriously exalts the cross; visiting our village. They showed to him cates, granting licences for the sale of ardent
And, finally, we find ourselves in the home
but " Christ crucified " is not the whole of the the road, and he took his route ; but he had spirits had no part of responsibility in this of his father, and on the table of his father
Bible, after all.
he finds the bottle and the glass, for his
not taken one-hundred steps before a public affair?
It is not only in awakening sinners that house attracted his attention. He entered
The scene is again changed. We come friends have come to visit them, and he, little
God's law plays a vital part: it is equally
and passed all of the afternoon. Leaving, he now to an establishment, sad, and solemn, fellow with the curly head, is there. He
vital as an element in healthy, vigorous, use- took for a time the highway; but, in his state surrounded by a disagreeable oder, and here hears his father press his friends to take
ful, well-developed piety. Sweet and devout of intoxication, he blundered on to the rail- we see the good grain, which God has given a glass; he hears his mother, whose voice had
emotions are very pleasant in their place, but road track, and retraced his steps, until again man for his nourishment, pressed and tortured for him a personal charm, aid his father on
Christianity is a great deal more than a rap- within about gunshot of the public house, to extract a liquor of the same quality as these occasions, and the little fellow, in conture. It does not begin or end in a song or a where he was overtaken by the train. The that this man had taken. While there our sidering what was going on, says to himself,
sacrament. It is a living loyalty to God.
engineer did not see him soon enough to stop, eye caught that of the distiller, and the "That that my father and mother recommends
Holiness really signifies a willing submission
and the warning he gave but brought the question resounded far and near throughout and offers must be good." And afterwards
to God, a constant obedience to him. Christ
poor unfortunate nearer to the locomotive, this vast establishment, " Who killed this scene after scene unfolds before us in this
cannot be sincerely loved except by the disci- by which he was instantly cut to pieces. The man?" Without remaining longer in this in- house, when drink is served to warm one up,
ple who keeps his laws.
news came to the last speaker as he was about fected place, we will direct our steps to the or to render gay, to drive away fatigue, or to
Then, dear brethren, in a time of laxity to rise' to speak, and, in ending, he confirmed verdant fields and abundant harvest; and enable to support the same. Then they had
and license, when men break trusts, and var- his arguments and appeals by narrating the here, we hear the price of grain discussed these special occasions where the members of
nish over frauds, and deride strictness as facts of this sad incident.
with animation, and the farmer endeavors to the family united to celebrate such anniver" puritanical," and make a mock at God's law,
Immediately after, the president made some sell his fine and beautiful crop at the highest saries as Chrismas or New-years. Then they
let us direct their eyes toward Sinai, as well few remarks regarding the same, and pro- price to the distiller. The grain is bar- brought out the spiritous drinks to enliven
as toward Calvary. Knowing the terror of pounded, finally, this question: " Who killed gained for, prepared for transportation, and the company. At each repetition of these
the Lord, let us persuade men to repent and this man?" The audience dispersed under an brought in wagons to the granary of the occasions the taste of the young man is
flee unto that crucified Jesus whose blood impression the most profoundly solemn. We, distillery, and the noise of the sheaves and of strengthened. He enters into the world where
cleanseth from all sin. He who thundered on ourselves, were also greatly affected by the the flail, and all other like sounds, seemed to he is exposed to temptation; he finds companSinai, invites from Cal vary.—T. L. Cuyler, rehearsal of this sad event. We retired to combine in asking the question, " Who killed ions, endeavors to make a home fur himself;
D. D., in Advance.
seek repose, but our sleep was agitated and this man?" Immediately after, with the rap- but instead of resisting temptation he is ininterrupted by involuntary reflections, and we idity of thought, we seemed transported to spired with the idea that spiritous drinks
Big Wages.
heard continually resounding in our ears this the chamber of the Legislature. The legal should not be avoided, but rather more fully
code was opened, and there we could read the valued and appreciated.
ONE of the worst things that can happen question of the president, "Who killed this
laws concerning the liberty of the manufacture
As we considered all these things 'we
to a young person, is to be employed in some man?" The president and his hearers were
thought of our own dear little ones, and of
of spirits, and their sale. .
completely
convinced
that
this
question
could
easy business with large wages. Strength is
In good reliable books we had read that what fate might be theirs, and we felt a
impaired by inaction, money is spent without not find a satisfactory response in the fact
drink. had often caused deaths much more strange sensation when the same mournful
that
the
locomotive
had
mangled
the
poor
consideration, expensive habits are contracted,
terrible than the one before us, and while question repeated itself, "Who killed this
principles of economy are forgotten or disre- unfortunate's body. The locomotive was but
regarding these laws, granting liberty to the man?" His own parents, had they no part
garded, and when hard times come, the vic- fulfilling the object for which it was made,
manufacturer of spiritous liquors, laws sanc- in his death?
and
the
engineer
was
at
his
post;
hence
we
tim of big wages, spoiled for hard work, and
And now, dear reader, let us ask of you,
tioned by senators assembled, a horrible specimpoverished by extravagance, has a very sad could not in any manner accuse either the locotacle passed before our eyes. It was a long if you never knew of anyone dying in a state
motive
or
the
conductor.
"Who
killed
this
prospect before him.
fantastic procession of the dead, killed by of drunkenness, caused by spiritous drinks,
A Boston merchant writes to the Com- man?" This question resounded in our ears
spiritous drink. And while they passed rap- whose fate struck you with horror? and at
with
a
growing
force,
and,
in
thinking
of
the
mercial Bulletin that the highest salesman's
idly and noiselessly before us, the cry came the same time, have you not at some time,
salary that he ever knew of, was $30,000, which response we should conscientiously give, our
from their fleshless throats, " Who killed us?"' and in some manner, encouraged such a perwas in the height of war time. He also says: minds were carried back over some diverse
But they had no response. They could only son in the use of that which caused his ruin?
scenes,
each
connected
one
to
the
other
by
"I know a man who for years annually- refind in the documents of the Government that Memory, so faithful and quick, by its mysceived $17,000 for his labors as salesman. their relation to this incident. We commence,
showing who had authorized the sale of the terious powers brings the past before you and
I think it would puzzle him to-day to pay naturally, by retracing his steps on the fatal
shows to you what your behaviour and exspirits.
his board bill regularly. Within a few days day. With this end in view, we first consider
ample was towards those who are now lost.
Another
scene
appeared,
but
always
the
where
he
came
to
his
death;
and,
place
the
I saw a man who at one time received a salCan you look back and say with confidence,
same
cry
repeated
itself,
"
Who
killed
this
ary of $10,000. He was well up in his 'while our minds are arrested on the fatal
" I am innocent?" If your conscience, with' a
trade, but to day he is simply a beer drinker. line, the cry, " Who killed this man?" mounts man?" In divers places devoted to the sale voice of thunder, strongly accuses you for
I have known parties who were in the receipt from the rails and the bloody ground, seem- of spirits we saw this man with his joyous having had a part in that which has brought
of from five to twelve thousand dollars an- ing to cry, as Abel, accusing the first mur- companions, who by their precept and exam- about such sad consequences, or if, at the
nually. I have known many such as sales- derer. It was liquor that brought him there, ple had encouraged him in following this life same time, it murmurs softly in our ears a
men, and small indeed is the proportion of and it was there the locomotive struck him, of debauch; not only on the last day of his doubt of your innocence in this affair, and if it
those who profited by their talents perma- and it was he, himself, who took the drink, life, but for years previous we saw these com- calls you to abstain from the use of spirits in
nently. They aped in their living the class which caused him to leave the right road and panions in iniquity pressing and encouraging the future, and be thus free from the blood of
who possess solid and accumulated wealth, or to blunder onto the rail-road track. And, him in his downward course, which finally those who die victims of intemperance, then
grew indolent in gathering their laurels, only while our minds were plunged in these sad led to his death. And, in the midst of this lend your ears to its counsels, and show in
to see those they possessed fall to the ground reflections, this question presented itself to noise and gaiety, of the songs and hurrahs, this that you possess the spirit of the Lord,
beyond power of replacement. The slower, us: "Did not this man commit suicide?" We the final tragic end of this unfortunate was who said, The Son of man is not come to
more moderate, less brilliant fellows generally could but accept this as a veritable response always before our minds, and above all other destroy life but to save it."
fortify themselves better against fate, and to our first question. But again, far distant, noise and din, this question came to our ears,
make their exits from their accustomed came the same cry to our ears, inviting us to "Who killed this man?" And immediately a
I LIVE for those who love me,
continue our investigations. By thought we fleshless and bony finger seemed to respond
spheres with more fortitude and dignity."
Whose hearts are kind and true,
Many a girl, after earning hundreds of dol- visited the house where, for the last time, he by pointing to all of those who were present.
For the Heaven that smiles above me
lars, much of which is spent for ornaments, became intoxicated; that house wherein he Mounting always higher, we find several who
And waits my spirit too;
For the human ties that bind me,
trifles, sweetmeats and tawdry finery, finds' had taken the fatal drink which had finally used to urge him to drink at the end of his
For the task my God assigned me,
herself at womanhood with broken health, obscured his reason and conducted him to his day's labor, and we are introduced into more
than one of his joyous social reunions, occaFor the bright hopes left behind me,
and less clothing and less money than her death.
And the good that I can do.
Among us in this temperance reunion was sioned by some fete or other. In more than
mother had laid by while doing house work
one
of
these
reunions
of
friends,
the
anniverfound
the
son
of
him
who
bad
sold
this
drink.
at fifty cents a week.
THE beginning of folly, and the first enGood hard work, and low wages, which He had listened attentively to all that had sary of a birthday, a baptism, or a burial,
trance on an irregular course of life, cost
make economy a necessity, teach the young to been said, and afterwards rehearsed the same occasions when liquors are liberally used, we
some pangs to a well-disposed heart ; but it
earn and save, and turn out at last those to his parents; and, as we heard him recount- see multitudes of these persons, who by their
is surprising to see how soon the progress
grand men and women who live and prosper ing this, and what had been his impressions, presence alone, had encouraged this man in
ceases to be impeded by reflection, or slackthe
use
of
spirits,
and
always
this
same
questhe
echo
brought
to
us
these
words,
"
Who
when the butterfly tribe of spendthrifts have
ened by remorse.
killed this' man?" sending a chill' of horror tion returns, "Who killed this man?"
vanished like a dream.
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"all these things" shall take place before we
have a right to expect the coming of the Lord
as an event near at hand. We cannot say his
" Can ye not discern the signs of the times?"
coming is yet near in the future when he has
OAKLAND, CAL., FIFTH-DAY, DEC. 18,1879. come and gathered his saints to himself in
glory.
JANES WHITE,
EDITORS.
'. N. ANDREWS,
Thus it is seen that we have to draw a line
IIRIAH SHEER,
between those things which are signs of his
RESIDENT EDITOR.
•
J. H. WAGGONER, coming, and those things which take place at
his coming. Where shall this line be drawn ?
Matthew xxiv.
We say between the signs in the sun, moon,
PROFESSOR OLMSTEAD, of Yale College, said and stars, and the things which follow. All
that they who were so fortunate as to witness
that follow the three signs, are connected with
the falling stars on Nov. 13,1833, probably be- the immediate coming of the Lord. We need
held the greatest display of celestial fireworks
notice only the first—the shaking of the
that has ever been seen since the creation of powers of the heavens.
the world,—certainly the greatest that has ever
1. Paul teaches, in Hebrews 12, that as the
occurred within the time covered by the.anvoice of God once shook the earth, in the days
nals of history. It was more than " a shower," of Moses, so once more will the voice of God
as it has been called. They began to fall as shake both earth and heaven.
Once more the
early as 11 o'clockland increased until they voice of God from Heaven will be heard, and
truly resembled a shower, but of many hours' heaven and earth will be shaken thereby.
continuance. We witnessed them in all their
2. In Rev. 6, following the signs in the sun,
glory, for nearly three hours, till they were ob- moon, and stars, it is said, " And the heaven

the 'Timm.
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powers of the heavens ; but from this brief of uncertainty. But then the question arises,
view we think it must appear conclusive to Would the Saviour build a parable .of such
all, that the shaking of the powers of the certainty, and command us to know it as a cerheavens is not a sign to prove to the waiting tainty, and rest the whole fabric on uncertainchurch that the Lord's coming draws near, but ties ? Impossible. We insist that the signs
is an event which takes place in immediate are not uncertainties. They are made uncerconnection with the Lord's appearing. It tain only by a mystifying process which leaveS
therefore follows that the signs in the sun, everything in doubt and obscurity to which it
moon, and stars, are the only signs here given is applied. By the working of this process we
whereby we may feel the strongest assurance have no sure word of prophecy" left to us.
that his coming is near. And these are al- But by taking the statements of our Saviour
ready fulfilled. Therefore now is the time to as literal truths we have harmony in statement
and certainty in fulfillment.
watch, for his coming is near indeed.
We do not say there are no more prophecies
We hoped to be able to conclude our reto be fulfilled before the Lord comes. The marks on this chapter in this paper, but shall
warning of the angel of Rev. 14 :9-12 must do have to defer the application for another opits work—must lead the people of God to that portunity.
perfect obedience to " the commandments of
The Holidays.
God, and the faith of Jesus," to that preparation and consecration which will insure their
WE are rapidly approaching the season of
being sealed with the seal of God in their fore- the holidays, and many conscientious ones are
heads, that they may be preserved from the now questioning what course they may pursue
evil to come, in the day of the Lord's anger— that will be pleasing in the sight of God. By
in the pouring out of the plagues of his wrath. the world the holidays are spent in frivolity
soured by the light of dawning day. And departed as a scroll when it is rolled together ;" See Zeph. 2 :1-3. Another objection is based and extravagance, gluttony and display. It
when the day dispelled the appearance they and this is accompanied with an earthquake on verse 36.
is the prevailing custom at this time to make
were still falling as numerous as ever, as was so great that every mountain and island are
"OF THAT DAY AND HOUR KNOWETH NO and receive presents. And it is no small burproved by their being visible in the west when moved out of their places. Thus the heavens
den upon the mind to know how to distribute
MAN."
the advancing light of the sun rendered them and earth are shaken, and the people upon
Reference is often made to this verse with these gifts among friends so that none will
invisible in the east. During their fall the the earth call to the rocks and mountains to
as much confidence as if it were a sufficient feel slighted. It is a fact that much envy and
largest and brightest would leave a mark of hide them from the wrath of the Lamb. They
refutation of every argument in favor of the jealously are often created by this custom of
light down the heavens like a mark of phos- will understand at that time that the Lamb
truth that his coming is near. We accept the making presents.
phorous on a wall in a dark room. When it of God, he who has been their intercessor, has
Thousands of dollars will be worse than
declaration of this verse ; we accept all the
became so light that the mass of them could taken vengeance into his hands, and no probethrown away upon the coming Christmas and
Scriptures.
May
we
ask
the
objector,
Do
you
no longer be seen, one would occasionally make tion remains for the impenitent. Compare 2
believe this scripture ? Perhaps he will say, New Year's in needless indulgencies. But it
its presence known by such a penciling of the Thess. 1 :7-10.
"
Yes ; I believe that no man can tell the day is our privilege to depart from the customs and
sky. No description can give one any concep3. In Rev. 16 : 17-21 we learn that the voice nor the hour of his coining." 'We also believe practices of this degenerate age; and instead of
tion of the grandeur and glory of the scene. of God is heard from Heaven, and the conseAs our memory recalls it we feel that the quent commotion of the elements takes place, that ; but that is not all that the Saviour said. expending means merely for the gratification
power of God was manifest to make known to under the seventh and last plague, " in Do you believe his word? Do you believe that of the appetite, or for needless ornaments or
the student of prophecy that the coming of which [the plagues] is filled up the wrath of you may know, by the signs which he has given, articles of clothing, we may make the coming
when his coming is near, even at the door ? holidays an occasion in which to honor and
the Son of man is near.
God." Under this plague the battle of the Here is the test of your confidence in the teach- glorify God.
By comparing the testimony of the Evangelgreat day is fought. Heaven's artillery is the
We advise all our brethren and sisters to
ists we find these signs still more definitely great hail storm. Compare Eze. 13. Under ings of our blessed Lord. We have this confimake
a decided reform in regard to these fe.stal
dence
;
we
fully
believe
we
may
know.
Nay,
located. We have noticed that the greatest
the sixth plague the Saviour announces his more ; we believe we must know,--that we are days. Those who appreciate the gift of God's
tribulation or affliction which ever befell the coming as future, but very near.
commanded to know, and not to slight the dear Son to save them from ruin, now have a
church of Christ was under the Papal Roman
4. Isaiah, in ch. 2, and also 13, prophesies
power. This power was symbolized by the of the same shaking, and the dismay of the in- Saviour's warnings. And we believe it will be favorable opportunity to give tangible proofs
"little horn " of Dan. 7, into whose hands the habitants of the earth, who seek a hiding just as fatal for us not to know, as it was for of their gratitude by rendering to God their
saints of the Most High were given for a thou- place in the rocks for fear of the majesty of the inhabitants of the earth in the days of thank-offerings. Let old and young lay aside
Noah not to know when the flood was coming. their mites as sacred offerings to God. If we
sand two hundred and threescore prophetic
the Lord, locating it in "the day trf the Lord." Matt. 24 : 36-39.
would give to the cause of our Redeemer onedays-1260 years. This period commenced A.
5. Jeremiah, in ch. 25, locates the speaking
half as much as we have bestowed upon our
It
is
quite
possible
to
know
that
an
event
D. 538, and ended when the civil power fell
of God from Heaven at the time of the great is near, without knowing the day and hour friends, we would do much good and receive a
from the hands of the papacy by the imprisonbattle, when all the kingdoms of the earth when it will occur. Plain as this distinction blessing for giving.
ment and exile of Pius VI. in 1798. The per.
shall drink of the cup of God's fury, and fall is, the objectors seem to overlook it altogether.
Let us seek to faithfully represent Christ on
ssecution began to wane under the German and rise no more ; when "evil shall go forth
An illustration of this is afforded in an inci- the coming festal days by imitating his examReformation, and ended in the first half of the
from nation to nation," because the Lord has dent which transpired a few years ago. We ple as he went about doing good. It is imeighteenth century. To this the Saviour
a controversy with them, and he "will give were holding meetings in the northern part of possible to enjoy the approbation of God while
doubtless referred when he Spoke of shortening
all the wicked to the sword." The destruction Ohio ; it was in the Spring of the year. Hav- living for self. As Christians who prcifess a
the days of the affliction for the elect's sake.
of the wicked shall be so complete and univer- ing one evening presented the Bible evidences living faith in the near coming of the Sou of
The affliction ceased before the expiration of
sal that "they shall not be lamented, neither that the coming of the Lord is near, we were man, keeping all of God's commandments, let
the days spoken of by the prophet. And Mark
gathered nor buried ; they shall be dung upon hailed next morning by a gentleman who was. us make earnest efforts to draw near to God
says, " In those days, after that tribulation,
the ground."
planting his garden, and requested to tell him through Jesus Christ, and make a covenant
the sun shall be darkened." Mark 13 : 24.
6. Joel also speaks of the time when the at what time we thought the Lord would come. with him by sacrifice. In our principles of
This was actually fulfilled, in that order. The
voice of God is heard from Heaven, and says Of course we told him we knew nothing about action we must be elevated above the customs
days of the prophecy closed at the very close
it is when the battle of the nations is come ; that ; we left it where the Scriptures leave it, and fashions of the world. Christ came to our
of the eighteenth century. The power was
when the sickle is put in because the harvest that it is near, but just how near we have no world to elevate the minds of men to the divine
still in the hands of the papacy, but unused ;
is ripe. Joel 3 :9-16.
knowledge. But he insisted that, inasmuch level, and to bring them into sympathy with
the affliction was past ; the long, dark night of
7. Jesus said, " The harvest is the end of the as we were very confident that his coming is the mind of God.
persecution upon the church of Christ had
world, and the reapers are the angels ; " and near, we must have formed some idea of the defiAs every blessing we enjoy is brought to us
come to an end ; there was a respite " for the
says at the harvest the Son of man shall send nite time, and he would m t be satisfied unless we through the condescension, humiliation, and
elect's sake," lest no flesh should be saved—
forth his angels to separate the wheat from the told him. So it often is, that the idea of defi- sacrifice of Jesus Christ, we should render to
lest the faithful witnesses for Jesus should be
tares. Matt. 13 : 37-43.
nite time is firmly fixed in the minds of op- him our best gifts, above all not witholding
exterminated by the power and malice of the
8. John also says the harvest is reaped when posers, while it never is in ours. Failing to ourselves. The infinite sacrifice which Christ
Inquisition. And in this time of respite, while
the Son of man appears upon the great white satisfy him by denials we changed the conver- has made to free us from the guilt and woe of
yet the power lingered in the hands of the man
cloud. Rev. 14: 14-18.
sation to his work. He was planting corn. sin, should work in every heart a spirit of gratof sin, the sun was darkened—God's signs "in
9. A message—a most solemn message—of We asked him if he expected that the corn itude and self-denial which is not manifested
the heavens above" commenced their' fulfillwarning is given before the Son of man ap- would soon "come up." He answered, yes. by the world. God's gift of Christ to man
ment. The darkening of the sun in 1780 was
pears upon the white cloud to reap the hor- And why ? There is good reason to expect it. filled all Heaven with amazement, and inthe greatest that ever was known, and it took
siest of the earth, and the seven last plagues The season is well advanced ; the ground is spired at his birth the angelic song, "Glory to
place at the very time specified in the "sure
are poured out after this message and before moist and warm. Then you feel assured, even God in the highest. and on earth peace, good
word of prophecy."
the advent. After the message—for the first to certainty, that it will come up soon. Again will toward men."
We have now considered the signs of Matt.
plague is poured out upon the very ones de- the answer was, yes. Then, we continued, as
Christmas day, precious reminder of the sac24 in connection with a class of evidences
nounced in the message ; compare ch. 14 : you are certain that it will come up soon, rifice made in man's behalf. should not be
which we consider fully sufficient to disprove
9-12, and 16 :1, 2. And before the advent— please tell at what exact time you think it will devoted to gluttony and seltindulgence, thus
the current idea that the coming of the Lord
for under the sixth plague the Lord warns of come up 1 By pressing this point a little, he exalting the creature above the Creator. Let
referred to the destruction of Jerusalem. We
his coming near, and the great battle is fought was led to confess that his request was not a us who are partakers of this great salvation
will answer a few objections, and make the apunder the seventh, which is fought just at the reasonable one ;—that we may be certain that show that we have some appreciation of the
plication of the prophecy.
period of his coming.
an event is near, and not know the exact time gift, by rendering to God our thank-offerings.
"ALL THESE THINGS."
Inasmuch as he comes in the glory of his when it will occur.
If we would indulge less in feasting and merriIt is suggested that there are other things Father, and all his holy angels with him, it is
And why not be equally positive in both ment upon these occasions, and instead make
besides the signs in the sun, moon, and stars, certain that there Will be such glory and splen- cases ? Our Saviour's parable is based upon them the means of benefiting humanity, we
which take place, according to this prophecy, dor as this world has never yet beheld: We the very facts which led this man to feel as- should better meet the mind of God. It is a
and we are to look for " all these things " be- believe the distant appearance of this cloud, of sured that his corn would come up soon. pleasure and gratification to exchange gifts
fore we are to expect the coming of the Lord. this most resplendent glory, far, far beyond the " Now learn a parable of the fig-tree ; when with our friends; but are there not nobler and
If the reader will look carefully at the connec- brightness of the sun, will be that "sign of the his branch is yet tender, and putteth forth more glorious objects for which we may give
tion, he will see that, following these signs, Son of man " which shall cause all the tribes leaves, ye know that summer is nigh." And our means and do good by shedding light upon
five things are mentioned, before the parable of the earth to mourn. They will have heard so it is; we do not guess ; we do not doubt ; the pathway of others?
of the fig-tree is given. (1.) The shaking of and rejected the evidences of his near coming. we know. " So likewise ye, when ye shall see
There are many who have not books and
the powers of the heavens. (2.) The appear- Then, when too late, they will realize their all these things, know that he is near, even at publications upon present truth. Here is a
ing of the sign of the Son of man. (3.) The terrible mistake and their hopeless condition. the door."
large field where money can be safely invested.
mourning of all the tribes of the earth. (4.) This will cause them to seek a hiding place
The only way imaginable in which this cer- There are large numbers of little ones who
The coming of the Son of man in power and from the dazzling and, to them, fearful sight. tainty can be evaded, is to say that the para- should be supplied with reading. The Sungreat glory. (5.) Sending his angels to gather
We do not here take time to fully develop ble itself is based on certain facts which are shine Series, Golden Grain Series, Poems,
his elect. Surely no one will contend that the argument concerning the shaking of the yet matters of dispute, and therefore matters Sabbath Readings, etc., are all precious books,
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and may be introduced safely into every
family. The many trifles usually spent in
candies and useless toys, may be treasured up
with which to buy these volumes.
Children need proper reading, which will
afford amusement and recreation, and not demoralize the mind or weary the body. If they
are taught to love romance, and newspaper
tales, instructive books and papers will become distasteful to them. Most children and
young people will have reading matter; and if
it is not selected for them, they will select it
for themselves. They can find a ruinous quality of reading anywhere, and they soon learn
to love it; but if pure and good reading is
furnished them, they will cultivate a taste
for that.
Especial efforts should be made to exclude
from our homes that class of literature which
can have no beneficial influence upon our
children. Many times I have been pained to
find upon the tables or in the book-cases of
Sabbath-keepers, papers and books full of
romance, which their children were eagerly
perusing.
There are those who profess to be brethren
who do not take the Review, SIGNS, Instructor,
or Good Health, but take one or more secular
papers. Their children are deeply interested
in reading the fictitious tales and love stories
which are found in these papers, and which
their father can afford to pay for, although
claiming that he cannot afford to pay for our
periodicals and publications on present truth.
Thus parents are educating the taste of their
children to greedily devour the sickly, sensational stories found in newspaper columns.
All such reading is poisonous; it leaves a stain
upon the soul, and encourages a love for cheap
reading which will debase the morals and ruin
the mind.
Parents. should guard their children, and
teach them to cultivate a pure imagination,
and to shun, as they would a leper, the lovesick pen pictures presented in newspapers.
Let publications upon moral and religious
subjects be found on your tables, and in your
libraries, that your children may cultivate a
taste for elevated reading. Let those who
wish to make valuable presents to their children, grandchildren, nephews, and nieces, send
in their orders for the children's books mentioned above. For young people, the Life of
Joseph Bates is a treasure; also the three volumes of Spirit of Prophecy. These volumes
should be placed in every family in the land.
God is giving light from Heaven, and not a
family should be without it. Let the presents
you shall make be of that order which will
'shed beams of light upon the pathway to
Heaven.
Anciently the children of Israel were commanded to keep three annual feasts each year;
the Passover, the Feast of Tabernacles, and
the Feast of Weeks. The Lord gave directions that on these occasions their gifts and
offerings were to be consecrated to him, and
none should appear before him empty-handed.
But in our day it has become fashionable to
observe these festal occasions in a manner that
would divert the mind from God instead of
bringing glory to his name. Those whom
.God has blessed with prosperity should acknowledge the Giver, and feel that where
much is given much will be required.
Our holidays have been perverted from their
intended use. Gifts are lavished upon one
another, and praise which 'should have been
given to God, to whom all these things belong,
is bestowed upon poor mortals.
Our houses of worship in Oakland and Batt'e
Creek ale under the pressure of debt. The
Dime Tabernacle belongs to us all; we should
all have a special interest in it. In order to
accommodate the students at the College, the
patients at the Sanitarium, the laborers at the
Office, and the large number of worshipers
constantly coming in from abroad, the erection
of this spacious house of worship was a positive necessity. Great responsibilities rest upon
those at Battle Creek, and also upon those
whose arms should be reached out to sustain
these interests at the great heart of the work.
Not in all the world is there a battle field for
truth and reform like this. Great interests
are involved here. The Sabbath-school and
College are educating the young, and determining the future destiny of souls. There is
here a continual necessity of devising ways
and means for the advancement of truth and
the conversion of souls. Our people are not
half awake to the demands of the times. The
voice of Providence is calling upon all who
have the love of God in their hearts to arouse
to this great emergency. Never was there a
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time when so much was at stake as today.
Never was there a period in which greater
energy and self-sacrifice were demanded from
God's commandment-keeping people.
We are now nearing the close of another
year, and shall we not make these festal days
opportunities in which to bring to God our
offerings? I cannot say sacrifices, for we shall
only be rendering to God that which is his
already, and which he has only intrusted to us
till he shall call for it. God would be well
pleased if on Christmas, each church would
have a Christmas tree on which shall be hung
offerings, great and small, for these houses of
worship. Letters of inquiry have come to us
asking, Shall we have a Christmas tree? will
it not, be like the world? We answer, You can
make it like the world if you have a disposition to do so, or you can make it as unlike the
world as possible. There is no particular sin
in selecting a fragrant evergreen, and placing
it in our churches; but the sin -lies in the
motive which prompts to action, and the use
which is made of the gifts placed upon the tree.
The tree may be as tall and its branches as
wide as shall best suit the occasion; but let its
boughs be laden with the golden and silver
fruit of your beneficence, and present this to
Him as your Christmas gift. Let your donations be sanctified by prayer, and let the fruit
upon this consecrated tree be applied toward
removing the debts from our houses of worship
at Battle Creek, Mich., and Oakland, Cal.
A word to the wise is sufficient.
E. G. WHITE.
The United States in Prophecy.
THE DRAGON VOICE.

(Continued. )
POLITICAL corruption is preparing the way
for deeper sin. It pervades all parties. Look
at the dishonest means resorted to to obtain
office, the bribery, the deceptions, the ballotstuffing. Look at the stupendous revelations
of municipal corruption just disclosed in New
York city : millions upon millions stolen directly and barefacedly from the city treasury
by its corrupt officials. Look at the civil service of this government. Speaking on this
points The Nation of Nov. 17, 1870, said
"The newspapers are generally believed to
exaggerate most of the abuses they denounce ;
but we say deliberately, that no denunciation
of the civil service of the United States which
has ever appeared in print has come up as a
picture of selfishness, greed, fraud, corruption,
falsehood, and cruelty, to the accounts which
are given privately by those who have seen
the real workings of the machine."
Revelations are continually coming to light
going beyond the worst fears of those who are
even the most apprehensive of wrongs committed among all classes of society at the present
time. The nation stands aghast to-day at the
evidence of corruption in high places, which is
thrust before its face. Yet a popular ministry in their softest and most soothing tones,
declare that the world is growing better, and
sing of a good time coming. The DetroitsE'vening News of March 4, 1876, referring to Secretary Belknap's fall, says :—
"The revelations of corruption in connection with the administration of the Federal
government have gone further than anybody's
worst fears, in the humiliating intelligence of
Secretary Belknap's disgrace. That among
the underlings there were to be found rascals
might have been expected in such times as
these, but that a minister of the cabinet should
have turned out to be nothing better than a
vulgar thief is something which must fill this
nation with dismay, and the civilized world
with contempt. Where is all this to stop ?
Are we so utterly rotten as a people that nothing but vileness can come uppermost, that we
cannot preserve even the great offices of the
cabinet from the possession of rascals ? "
Further enumeration is here unnecessary.
Enough crops out in every day's history to
show that moral principle, the only guarantee
in a government like ours for justice and honesty, is sadly wanting.
An evil is also threatening from another
quarter. Creeping up from the darkness of
the Dark Ages, a hideous monster is intently
watching to sieze the throat of liberty in our
land. It thrusts itself up into the noonday of
the nineteenth century, not that it may be
benefited by its light and freedom, but that it
may suppress and obscure them. The name of
this monster is Popery ; and it has fixed its
rapacious and bloodthirsty eyes on this land,
determined to make it its helpless prey. It
already deCides the election in some of our
largest cities. It controls the revenues of the

most populous State in the Union, and appropriates annually hundreds of thousands of dollars raised from Protestant taxes to the support of its own ecclesiastical organizations, and
to the furtherance of its own religious and political ends. It has reached that measure of
influence that it is only by a mighty effort
of Protestant patriotism that measures can now
be carried, against which the Romish element
combines its strength. And corrupt and unscrupulous politicians stand ready to concede
to its demands, to secure its support for the
purpose of advancing their own ambitious aims.
Rome is in the field with the basest and most
fatal intentions, and with the most watchful
and tireless energy. It is destined to play an
important part in our future troubles ; for this
is the very beast which the two-horned beast
is to cause the earth and them that dwell
therein to worship, and before whose eyes it is
to perform its wonders.
And in our own better Protestant churches
there is that which threatens to lead to most
serious evils. On this point one of their own
popular ministers, who is well qualified to
speak, may testify. A sermon by Charles
Beecher contains the following statement :—
" Our best, most humble, most devoted servants of Christ are fostering in their midst what
will one day, not long hence, show itself to be
the spawn of the dragon. They shrink from
any rude word against creeds with the same
sensitiveness with which those holy fathers
would have shrunk from a rude word against
the rising veneration of saints and martyrs
which they were fostering. . . . The Protestant evangelical denominations have so tied up
one another's hands, and their own, that, between them all, a man cannot become a
preacher at all, anywhere, without accepting
some book besides the Bible
And
is not the Protestant church apostate ? Oh !
remember, the final form of apostacy shall
arise, not by crosses, processions, baubles. We
understand all that. Apostacy never comes
on the outside. It develops. It is an apostacythat shall spring into life within us ; an apostacy that shall martyr a man who believes his
Bible ever so holily ; yea, who may even believe what the creed contains, but who may
happen to agree with the Westminster Assembly that, proposed as a test, it is an unwarrantable imposition. That is the apostacy we have
to fear, and is it not already formed ? . . .
Will it be said that our fears are imaginary ?
Imaginary ? Did not the Rev. John M. Duncan, in the years 1825-6, or thereabouts, sincerely believe the Bible ? Did he not even
believe substantially the confession of faith ?
And was he not, for daring to say what the
Westminster Assembly said, that, to require
the reception of that creed as a test of ministerial qualifications was an unwarrantable imposition, brought. to trial, condemned, excommunicated and his pulpit declared vacant?
There is nothing imaginary in the statement
that the creed-power is now beginning to prohibit the Bible as really as Rome did, though
in a subtler way.
"Oh ! woeful day ! Oh I unhappy church of
Christ! fast rushing round and round the fatal
circle of absorbing ruin I . . . Daily does every
one see that things are going wrong. With
sighs do every true heart confess that rottenness is somewhere ; but, alt ! it is hopeless reform. We all pass on, and the tide rolls down
to night. The waves of coming conflict which
is to convulse Christendom to her center are
beginning to be felt. The deep heavings begin to swell beneath us. 'All the old signs
fail.' God answers no more by Urim and
Thummim, nor by dream, nor by prophet.'
Men's hearts are failing them for fear and for
looking after those things that are coming on
the earth. Thunders mutter in the distance.
Winds moan across the surging bosom of the
deep. All things betide the rising of that final
storm of divine indignation which shall sweep
away the vain refuge of lies."
In addition to this, we have Spiritualism,
infidelity, socialism, and free-love, the trades
unions, or labor against capital, and communism, all assiduously spreading their principles
among the masses. These are the very principles that worked among the people, as the exciting cause, just prior to the terrible French
revolution of 1789-1800. Human nature is the
same in all ages, and like causes will surely
produce like results. These causes are now all
in active operation ; and how soon they will
culminate in a state of anarchy, and a reign
of terror as much more frightful than the
French revolution as they are now more
widely extended, no man can say.
Such are some of the elements already at
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work ; such the direction in which events are
moving. And how much further is it necessary that they should progress in this manner,
before an open war-cry of persecution from the
masses, against those whose simple adherance
to the Bible shall put to shame their man-made
theology, and whose godly lives shall condemn
their wicked practices, would seem in nowise
startling or incongruous ?
But some may say, through an all-absorbing
faith in the increasing virtue of the American
people, that they do not believe that the United States will ever raise the band of persecution against any class. Very well. This is
not a matter over which we need to indulge in
any controversy. No process of reasoning, nor
any amount of argument, can ever show that
it will not be so. We think we have shown
good ground for strong probabilities in this direction ; and we shall present more forcible
evidence, and speak of more significant movements hereafter. As we interpret the prophecy, we look upon it as inevitable. But the
decision of the question must be left to time.
We can neither help nor binder its work.
That will soon solve all doubts and correct all
errors.
E. S.

General Conference.
THE following resolutions were passed by
the late General Conference :—
HEALTH AND TEMPERANCE ASSOCIATION.
Resolved, That in the opinion of this body it
is the duty of all the members of this denomination to become members of the American
Health and Temperance Association, and to
use their influence in inducing others to unite
in this reformatory effort.
_Resolved, That the officers of the several State
societies of the A. H. and T. Association be
requested to take energetic measures fbr the
formation of H. and T. clubs in every church
where such an organization is expedient, and
urge the hearty co-operation of all members of
the denomination.
Resolved, That the Conference Committee of
each Conference be requested to encourage
proper persons to fit themselves to engage in
the Health and Temperance work ; and we especially urge all ministers to prepare themselves to present the subject of Health and
Temperance in an efficient and practical manner. and make it a part of their work in their
various fields of labor.
The committee appointed by the Conference
to consider the subject of the circulation of
Sister White's writings, made the following
report :—
Whereas, Our past experience has fully
proved that our prosperity as it people is always in proportion to the degree of confidence
we cherish in the work of the spirit of prophecy in our midst;-and
Whereas, The most bitter opposition we have
to meet is aimed against this work, showing
that our enemies realize its importance,
whether we do or not; and
• Whereas, We have found that the most effectual way to meet and disarm this opposition
was either to secure the personal labors of the
one through whom we believe that the Lord
has spoken, or to freely circulate her writings,
and
Whereas, Great light has shone upon us
through this channel, which not only our own
people greatly need, but which would be a
blessing to the world, remove prejudice, and
break the force of the bitter attacks of the
enemies of the truth, therefore
Resolved, That we urge upon our ministers
and tract societies the importance of making
earnest efforts to extend the circulation of the
volumes of the Spirit of Prophecy and the Testimonies to the Church among our own people,
till these shall be in every family of believers.
Resolved, That we recommend the Publishing
Association to issue in attractive form such of
her writings as would be of general interest to
the reading public who are not of our faith, to
be placed in public libraries, reading rooms, on
shipboard, etc., by canvassers and 'T. and M.
workers, where they, as well as our other standard works. may be accessible to the pc( pie.
its.qobs d, That ‘Ve 0 cowmen,' the Publishing Ass,ciation to issue in as chcap a fiant as
consistent, the matter substantially contained
in volume two of Spiritual Gifts, concerning
the early life and labors of Sister White, in
connection with the rise and progress of this
work. lor the special use of our ministers in
new fields. and among those first becoming acquainted with her connection with this canse.
And we further recommend the publication of
a small edition of her earliest writings, now
out of print, to bring all her writings within
reach of those anxious to obtain them.
Resdved, that we consider it to be the duty
of all our ministers to teach the Scriptural
view of the gilt of prophecy among our brethren everywhere, and the relation it sustains to
the work of God in which we are engaged.
Resolved, that we advise that efforts be made
to complete the raising of the fund of e5,000
voted at the last annual session of the Conference for the purpose of increasing the circulation of these writings; said fund to be used in
plaeing•them in public libraries, reading-rooms,
and other locations where they will be open to
the reading public, and in such of the families
of the very poor as the officers of the T. and M.
Society decide should have them.
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rescue and support. If it is for your own
Faith Better than Funds.
welfare and happiness that you desire wealth,
" Loup, increase our faith!" is a proper you may be sure that God is to be depended
prayer for the disciples of Jesus. But where on as the bankers are not; that faith is to be
is a warrant for the prayer, "Lord, increase preferred above funds as a means of unfailour funds" ? Yet, the latter prayer is a ing good to you. If it is for others that you
great deal more common than the former. want the benefits of wealth, your faith in
Is it a wise prayer 7 Is it a safe one ?
their behalf ought surely to be worth more
It was in a Bible class. The lesson for than their share of your annual income would
the day was "The Rich Man and Lazarus." he in case you had large riches.—S. S. Times.
Its discussion was after this sort, between the
teacher and his scholars: Was the rich man
Cause of Unbelief.
lost because he was rich ? No. Was Lazarus
WE
do
not
say that there are no honest
saved because he was poor ? No. Is there
any sin in the fact of being rich? No. Is doubters of Christian truth, or that there are
there any merit in the fact of being poor? no skeptics who are good men. But we do
No. Ought we ever to pray for poverty ? say that more religious skepticism arises from
No. Ought we ever to pray for riches ? moral obliquity than from all other causes.
The answer to that question did not come And if reputedly honest doubters will recall
the period when they began to dissent from
so promptly.
After a little, one said, " Well, that de- Christian truth, they will probably remember
pends—." " Why didn't the other 'depend' 7 that it was not the time when they were most
You are all quick to say we oughtn't to pray faithful to the light they had, or most obedient
for poverty, why are you less confident of the to their convictions to God and Man. The
unwisdom of praying for riches?" "But we unbelief which may be honest now, may not
might glorify God by riches," said one. How have been honest at its initial stages. It may
do you know that you couldn't glorify God by have begun in some conscious sin, which gave
poverty ?" Well, but we might do good a false bias to the mind; and though, in after
with money. How? By giving it to the years, the sin may have been outgrown, or
needy, and by aiding good causes. Do you abandoned its evil fruit, the unbelief still reknow any needy persons? Do you know of any mains. No man, while he is true to himself,
good causes which ought to receive aid 7 Yes, true to his moral nature, true to the voice of
indeed. Why, then, don't you ask the Lord God in his soul, can fall into any dangerous
to send the money directly to them? Why skepticism. The fact that such skepticism is
should you want to be the 'middle man' in usually found in association with positive
the transaction? Is that the way to feel and vices, compares with the Scriptural genesis
to pray? Are you to count the Lord depend- of it, to induce the belief that it is not or has
ent on your good offices for the supply of his not always been honest; that it began and
needy children, or for the aiding of causes he grew in practical disloyalty to the truth, in
loves? Do you now use every dollar he gives conscious violation of known obligation.—
you as a trust to be accounted for to him? North-western Advocate.
Would you give away every added dollar of
"Something Gives Way."
your income, if your receipts were largely increased ? or would you use the greater share
A CHRISTIAN woman in a town in New
for yourself, and but a small portion in char- York desired to obtain a school-house for the
ities? Is not a prayer for riches always a purpose of starting -a Sabbath-school, but was
selfish prayer, in whatever phrase it may be refused by a skeptical trustee. Still she pershaped? If you want to do good with the severed, and asked him again and again.
powers and the funds already in your posses"I tell you, Aunt Polly, it is of no use.
sion, do it. If you want to have others helped Once for all I say you cannot have the schoolbeyond your ability to aid them, pray that house for any such purpose."
the help may come to them. Do not condi" I think I am going to get it," said Aunt
tion your prayer for them on a percentage to Polly.
yourself of all that God sends for their relief.
" I should like to know how, if I do not
Your need is evidently a need of more faith, give you the key."
not of more funds." Is there not a lesson in
" I think the Lord is going to unlock it."
this truth for those outside of that Bible
" May be he will." said the infidel, " but I
class?
can tell you this, he will not get the key from
Riches are at the best a temptation, a hin- me."
drance, an entanglement, in the Christian
" Well, I am going to pray over it, and I
life. The love of them is a root of every have found out from experience that when I
evil. The care of them is an added responsi- keep on praying, something always gives way."
bility, and an increase of labor. There
And the next time she came, the hard heart
is no such danger in faith. It is not that of the infidel gave way and she received the
they who have riches are shut out from hope key. More than this, when others opposed
of salvation; but it is that they who "trust in the school, he sustained her, and great good
riches" shall hardly "enter into the kingdom was done for perishing souls.
of God." Christians who find themselves " Something gives way." Sometimes it is a
possessed of wealth can pray for added grace man's will, and sometimes it is the man himin their added need. They can hope to be self. Sometimes there is a revolution, and
sustained under their pressing burden, and to sometimes there is a funeral. When God's
be delivered out of their peculiar temptations. spirit inspires a prayer in a believing ChrisBy faith they can so use the "mammon of tian's heart, omnipotence stands ready to
unrighteousness" that it shall become a "treas- answer it. " Something gives way."
ure in heaven" when they have done with
the things of earth. But their position is
Eloquent Preaching.
never an enviable one. Their lot is always
ONE of the special dangers and defects of
one not to be desired. And as a rule this is
manifest to the world. Dean Swift said, preaching in this country is connected with
"We can see what God thinks of wealth by the popular liking of oratory in the pulpit,
observing to whom he gives it." There are a demand for what is called eloquent preachthose who have both faith and funds in ing. The common American idea of pulpit
abundance; bnt they are not a common sight. eloquence is low and sensational. It means a
In any case their faith is more to be desired chiefly rapid and emphatic utterance of sonthan their funds; its practical value is far orous sentences, with something extreme, violent, and paradoxical in the thought presentgreater, and so is its comfort.
He who thinks that riches are to be desired, ed, though not much thought is required.
to be prayed for, is in danger of trusting in People demand of the preacher that he shall
riches. His peril is greater than that of the arouse and excite them, and they enjoy with a
man who already has wealth. "They that will kind of voluptuousness, the temporary stimbe rich"—they that would be rich; they that ulus and thrill of emotion which the preachwant to be rich; they that pray to be rich— ing always causes. It results from the law
"fall into a temptation and a snare, and into of mental action that preaching of this kind
many foolish and hurtful lusts, which drown does not inspire consciousness nor tend to
men in destruction and perdition." Who practical moral activity. It necessarily prowould deliberately pray for riches, or even duces and fosters mental conditions which are
long for riches, in the face of such a warning extremely unfavorable to spirituality of charof danger as that? The mistake of the Chris- acter and life. This appetite for eloquence,
tian who longs for riches is in thinking that working with other tendencies of the age,
money has some power in itself; or that, at has helped to make preaching in this counall events, it can be surely depended upon as try dramatic and entertaining, but, in a large
an agency for good. Of what use is a bag of measure unspiritual. This, I think, can be
gold tied to a man's feet when he is swim- rightly regarded only as a calamity, a tenming for his life? How much money would dency opposed to the interests of religion,
buy water for a famishing man in a lonely adapted to weaken and subvert it, and to
desert? Can you name the price in dollars lead the people who are influenced by it into a
and cents of the word of sympathy and cheer region where religion will be impossible or
for which a heavy heart is aching and break- regarded as unnecessary. This is one of the
ing? Faith can give help in all such emer- most important among the unfavorable tengencies. Money cannot. God can be heard dencies of the age. It has made preaching
from the ocean, from the desert, and from the more attractive and interesting to the masses,
bed-chamber. He is able and ready to supply but this has been accomplished by sacrificing
every lack of his children, when all the wealth much that is essential in religion itself.—Atof the world would be unavailing for their /antic Monthly.

rate pante Cute.
THE MARCH OF LIFE.
resting for a moment
" In the broad bivouac of life,"
For my heart is getting weary
With the clamor and the strife;
Looking backward through the tangled
Mazes that my feet have come,
Looking forward for the glimmer
Of the golden lights at home ;

I

AM

Through a green and pleasant valley,
Up a steep and rugged hill ;
Through a hot and arid desert,
By a sweet and silver rill ;
Scrambling over thorny hedges
Stretching over flowery plains,
With a touch of blinding sunlight
And a dash of cooling rains ;
Through the sloughs of deep despondence,
Through the swelling tide of grief,
With a little whispered comfort,
And a little kind relief ;
In a calm and in a tempest,
Now a joy and now a care,
And a little tearful tugging
At the golden oar of prayer ;
With a getting, and a giving,
And a taste of transient bliss,
And the soul's incessant yearning
For a something more than this ;
So we pilgrims thread the journey
With a weak and wise intent,
While God's angels keep the record
Of each day's accomplishment.
—Waif Woodland.

A Definite Purpose Necessary to Success.
Success is never an accident. In whatever
department of effort it is achieved, it is always
the result of a definite purpose. The thousand failures which are made all around us
show very forcibly that more than splendid
dreaming is necessary to success in any cause.
Men come not to the results of wealth, learning, or fame in the world by the mere caprice
of fortune. The man who desires wealth, if
he would have desire culminate in success,
must intelligently plan and earnestly work
for it. He who aspires after the palm of
learning is but the merest visionary, unless
he is animated by a longing for its acquisition
that will brook no defeat in the execution of
his deliberate purpose. And only he may
hope to have his name entered upon the roll
of distinction, who feels the consciousness that
the end is to be reached through the means
necessary thereto, and who is, therefore, intelligently and determinately resolved on success. Energy, directed by a plan to a given
object, must succeed. The proverb, " By
persevering we conquer all things," has its
striking illustrations in every department of
life. We have only to look around and see
how many have acquired wealth, learning,
position, and fame, in fact every thing by it,
to teach us that
"Perseverance is a Roman virtue,
That wins each Godlike act, and plucks successs
Even from the spear—proof crest of rugged danger."

A definite, earnest purpose, embodied
properly in action, can do any thing in the
practical world—can almost work miracles.
" Where there is a will, there is a way." A
great purpose is always the antecedent of a
great action. Napoleon had never scaled Alpine hights with his veteran soldiery, had
not a great purpose sustained the Herculean
enterprise. Demosthenes had never made
his fame immortal and world-wide, had not
an all-conquering purpose made him equal to
a triumph over almost insuperable natural
defects in speaking. Franklin had never
risen to proud eminence as a philosopher and
statesman, had not a great purpose .marked
out for him, and then nerved him with the
energy to fill his true niche on the record of
human greatness. And thus we might continue to cite names to show that an earnest
purpose. is a necessary condition of success.
Living examples of this truth are all around
us. The men of our day who have won the
prize of their ambition in the varied spheres
of life,• have done so by embodying a welldefined purpose in earnest, living action. If
there are any exceptions to this rule, they are
very few and unimportant.
Intelligently-directed energy pays everywhere by an absolute law in the very constitution of things. It can not possibly fail of
success, since the means are only necessary to
the end, as the cause is to the effect. And
the reason why so many fail in the several
objects of their persuit is easily accounted for
—they have no definite plan of action before
them. What they do sustains no specific
relation to the result sought for. Their energy
—and many who fail in their several pursuits
have energy—tends to the wrong point; it is
zeal in a good cause, but not according to
knowledge. They work hard for nothing,
because there is no actual result possible to
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their mode of action. In logic the conclusion
must lie in the premises, otherwise ,the argument is worth nothing. So the result of a
man's work in any cause must lie in his plan
of action, otherwise he works for nothing.
So work thousands of our race—literally for
nothing; and all for the want of well-defined
purpose in what they do. The means are not
adjusted to the end; therefore failure is inevitably the result.
We conclude, then, that a definite purpose
is necessary to success on any field of effort.
Without it a man can neither be great nor
good; with it he can be most any thing in
mental power and moral might. One of your
best contributors, a doctor, has well said, "The
will is not a sentiment, but a soldier. It
pants for foes to battle with and has them.
And when the issue is at hand, it knows not
how to parley or to make a truce, but bravely
faces the enemy, aims, fires, thunders, and
then waves the bright palm of victory, shouts
over and celebrates it. Understand me, I
speak of the true soul. That is no soul
which lacks this will. It drivels and dreams
too much. It never feels the birth of an
original thought. It is cowardly, sneaking,
sniveling--nay,
" The most unprofitable sign of nothing. "

But the true man recognizes and gives
practical enforcement to a better and higher
philosophy. In relation to his calling in life,
the improvement of his mind, or the cultivation of Isis heart, to him a definite purpose,
energetically followed out into action, is a
matter of pre-eminent importance. Such a
man does more than merely breathe, move and
live. He acts, and leaves behind him the
record of vigorous and enviable manhood.
Ere he quits the stage of action, he puts the
seal of his intellectual and moral individuality
upon the world's history that posterity may
know that he once lived and acted among
men.
Live, then, reader, for actual, positive results. Have a deliberate purpose before you
in all you do. We live but once on earth;
how important, then, that we live for objects
which are harmonious with our welfare and
immortality ! As your highest interests lie in
religion, let your purposes and activities work
out a true result for yourself and the world.
" Do good, and leave behind you a monument
of virtue that the storms of time can never
destroy. Write your name by kindness, love,
and mercy on the hearts of those you come in
contact with year by year, and you will never
be forgotten. No, your name, your deeds
will be as legible on the hearts you leave behind as the stars on the brow of evening.
Great deeds will shine as brightly on the earth
as the stars of heaven."
To the young man before whom life is just
opening up, and who has his fortune to make
both in this world and the world to come, we
would especially utter a word of counsel, and
that word is, have a definite purpose before
you. Noble is that spirit and grand is that
philosophy that dares to say,
"I would not waste my spring of youth,
In idle dalliance. I would plant rich seeds
To blossom in my manhood, and bear fruit
When I am old."

—Rev. S. S. Cassady.

How to Meet Temptation.
MEET it as Christ met it, with the sword of
the Spirit, which is the word of God. When
our Lord was an hungered after his miraculous fast of forty days, the devil, taking advantage of his need (and who so well knows
how to take such advantage?) said; " If thou
be the Son of God, command that these stones
be made bread." I Prove to me that thou art
the Christ is implied in this. But Jesus must
make no vain show of his power, and he replies: "It is written, Man shall not live by
bread alone." He, as man, may not do this
miracle. The sword of the Spirit is mighty,
and Satan cannot stand before it. The second time the wily one makes use of the word
himself, for his strength lies in adapting the
temptation to an individual's nature and disposition. But Christ uses no other weapon
than at the first, and no other was needed, for
the temptation was immediately withdrawn.
And at length, when the devil would have
worship from the Lord himself, he is vanquished by this same mighty sword, and
leaves Christ for a season. Here is our example; the Psalmist says, "Thy word have I
hid in my heart, that I may not sin against
Thee." We have found the word mighty
when striving against Satan. Wherewith
shall we cleanse our way? by taking heed
thereto according to the word of God (Psalm
119 : 9). The word and prayer will vanquish
sin and Satan so that they will at least depart
for a season; and shall not, - when we are
weary with the conflict, angels come and minister unto us? We believe it will be so. But
let us always remember that our great High
Priest was in all points tempted like as we-
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are, and fought the tempter with the sword
of the Spirit. If Satan tempts us to covet
over-much the bread that perishes, let us
boldly tell him, "Man shall not live by bread
alone." If he strives to lead us to risk health
or life to gain applause of men, still we can
say, "It is written, Thou shalt not tempt the
Lord thy God." If he sets before us in beautiful array all the riches of the world, and
promises to give us freely of them if we do
but serve him, "Get thee hence, Satan, for
it is written, Thou shalt worship the Lord thy
God and him only shalt thou serve;" also,
"What shall it profit a man, if he shall gain
the whole world and lose his own soul? or
what shall a man give in exchange for his
soul?" When tempted to anger, let us remember, "The servant of the Lord must not
strive." To make this mighty sword an effectual weapon, it must be used with Divine
help. Christ, who is our example, sought
help through the word and prayer; and we
may vanquish Satan by the same means.
Let us then ask for the Holy Spirit to aid
us to use the sword of the Spirit.— W. D.
Walker.
Neglect of Children.
MANY a mother has wept over the sins of
her child, little dreaming that while she
was pursuing her round of idle pleasures,
that child was taking its first lesson in sin
from a vicious nurse. , The truth is, parents
take upon themselves too many unnecessary
burdens, and consider themselves bound by
duty to perform too many tasks, which are of
much less consequence than the teaching and
training of their children. The father has
his trade or profession, and his few leisure
hours lie must spend in social pleasures. The
mother has her household cares and the comforts of her family to study, and besides this,
there is much time to devote to fancy work,
to visitors, and to amusements of one kind
and another. Her children are mere secondary considerations, and depend upon the kindness of hirelings. Their dresses may be miracles of puffing, ruffles and embroidery, but
what does that connt when their minds are
dwarfed through neglect 7 Her house may
be a model of neatness, her bread excel that of
all her neighbors, her jellies and preserves
enough to tempt the most fastidious; but if,
in all this, she has kept aloof from her child,
has chided his heart toward her, what does
it count ?
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What Wine has done for Women,
WAR is not so sore an evil as intemperance,
for some virtues can flourish on the battlefield, and some humanities can find a place of
rest upon the point of the sword, but there is
no room for virtues in the cup, or for humanities in the bowl.
Of the worst foes that women have ever
had to encounter, wine stands at the head.
The appetite for strong drink in man has
spoiled the lives of more women, ruined more
hopes for them, brought them more sorrow,
shame, and hardship, than any other evil that
exists.
The country numbers tens of thousands of
women who are widows because their husbands
have been slain by strong drink. There are
hundreds of thousands of homes in which
women still live lives of torture, going
through all the changes of suffering that lie
between the extremes of fear and despair,
because those whom they love, like wine better than they do the woman they have sworn
to love.
The sorrows and the horrors of a wife
with a drunken husband, of a mother with
a drunken son, cannot be described. The
shame, the indignation, the sorrow, the sense
of disgrace, the poverty, ( and not unfrequently the beggary,) the fear and fact of violence, the lingering and life-long struggle and
despair of countless women with drunken husbands, are enough to make all women curse
wine and engage unitedly to oppose it everywhere as the worst enemy of their sex. —
Ada D. Buckingham.
IT is the sad, sorrowful moods, the natural
yet evanescent periods of depression, that
foolish men and women fly to alcohol for relief. For a time the stimulant quickens the
circulation of the blood, and does often seem
to cheer. But remember that it does nothing more. It does not help to remove from
the body the exciting causes, those agents
which can only be•removed by brisk exertion
and active waste of the body. On the contrary, alcohol locks up the secretions; causes
accumulations of the products of excretion;
makes the breath heavy and disagreeable, arrests the action of the liver, and, in the most
favorable seasons, leads to the very evils it is
so often taken to relieve or remove.—Dr.
Fooi's health Monthly for October.

BLEEDING from a wound on man or beast
may be stopped by a mixture of wheat flour
A Cheerful Face.
and common salt, in equal parts, bound on
with white cloth. If the bleeding be profuse
CARRY the radiance of your soul in your use a large quantity, say from one to three
face; let the world have the benefit of it. Let pints. It may be left for hours, or even
your cheerfulness be felt for good, wherever days, if necessary.
you are, and let your smiles be scattered like
sunbeams. Such a disposition will yield you
a rich reward, for its happy effects will come
home to you and brighten your moments of
Los Bolsa and San Pasqual, Cal.
thought. Smiles are the higher and better
responses of nature to the emotion of the soul.
SINCE my last report four more have signed
Let the children have the benefit of them, the covenant in the Los Bolsa neighborhood.
those little ones who need the sunshine of the The tithing system has been adopted, a set of
heart to educate them, and would find a level Sister White's works been bought by the
for their buoyant nature in the cheerful, lov- church, and the majority have signed the teeing faces of those who lead them. Let them total pledge. Bro. A. F. Brown has been
not be kept from the middle-aged, who need chosen leader and Sister E. B. Marden church
the encouragement they bring. Give your clerk. The Sabbath-school has been fully orsmiles to the aged. They come to them like ganized, and several have become members of
the quiet rain of summer; making fresh and the T. and M. Society.
verdant the long, wearisome path of life. Be
Nov. 29 and 30 I met with the few Sabgentle and indulgent to all; love the true, the bath-keepers in San Pasqual and Bear Valley,
beautiful, the just, the holy.
San Diego county. Found them all holding
on and trying to walk in the light.
One Side of Christian as Described by
In San Pasqual and Bear Valley there are
Rose Terry Cooke.
several families of Adventists, some of whom
Now Lydia Crane was not naturally in- moved from the Northern churches and some
clined to be querulous or selfish; she had been came out from reading. They are somewhat
duly converted during the process of a revival isolated, but the Lord will hear prayer made
in Lyndon, and joined the Church during Par- in the wilderness, and will answer the prayers
son Bench's lifetime. She read her Bible of those who keep his commandments.' 1
daily; said her prayers—I use the phrase ad- John 3 : 22.
Our visit seemed to "encourage them; the
visedly—and was a punctual attendant on all
the means of grace. She was the head and Lord blessed, and we had a good meeting.
front of the Church sewing-society, and secre- The tithing system was adopted, and twentytary of the Foreign Mission Circle, yet in the three signed the teetotal pledge.
J. L. WooD.
Anaheim, Dec. 8, 1879.
living of her life she became, at the age of
thirty-five, fretful, self-centred, opinionated,
Star Valley, Cherokee Co.. Kansas,
and domineering; but perfectly certain that
she was an exemplary Christian. Charity,
I AM still continuing the work here. I
sympathy, tenderness, do not grow in such
solitude as hers; it is not good for inen or cannot speak all the time now., for other apwomen to he alone; and if to be'a Christian is pointments have been thrown in, first by a
to wear the image of Christ, as the gospel Mormon, then by a Presbyterian, and lastly
seems to imply, there was very little obvious by a Baptist minister. I think all have one
likeness in Miss Lydia to the Master whose common desire,—to overthrow the Sabbath.
,We have now held our first Sabbath meeting.
name she wore.
Yet she was a thoroughly honest woman, About thirty were present. Quite a number
anxious above all things to do right; ready to expressed themselves firm in the truth. Togive to every " object " that impelled the long- morrow I take up the subject of the nature
handled 'contribution boxes, with deacons at of man: I think this will be a central point
the Other end, through every slip on every for meetings, as there are three churches
other Sunday, though she had not even a kind within, ten miles of this place, north, south,
word for the beggar at her door; for begging and west. We expect to visit faithfully, and
implied " shiftlessness," and that was unpar- hold what we have gained.
L. D. SANTEE.
donable.—Sunday Afternoon.
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—The Independent is busily engaged defending the theory of evolution, and trying to
prove that Genesis is not a history.
—It is said that Cardinal McCloskey has
asked and obtained permission to erect three
new bishopricks in the United States, to be
under his jurisdiction.
—A party of twelve Carmelite nuns, whom
the people of Gautemala had grown tired of
and driven away, have recently established
themselves at Yonkers, N. Y.
—At its late meeting, the Illinois Baptist
State Association passed a resolution disapproving of the use of tobacco by Christians,
and speaking of the habit as "a peculiar evil"
in preachers.
—The Luthern church in this country is
steadily advancing. The Lntherisehe Salender
for 1880 reports for all the Lutherans in America, 3,087 ministers, 5,376 congregations, and
689,163 communicants.
—The communicant roll of the Reformed
Episcopal Church shows an increase of over
3,000 members during the past twelve months.
There are now eight Bishops and upwards of
one hundred clergymen.
—The Tennessee Conference of the M. E.
church, South, recently reported 2652 "adult
baptisms," and only 704 " infant baptisms."
From these figures it would seem that infant
baptism is dying out among them.
—At the election recently of a new Swiss
Council of State, M. Cartaret, and his party,
who promised to continue the war against the
Ultramontanes and favor the Old Catholics,
succeeded in gaining only three seats out of
the seven.
—In Rome, Italy, a Waldensian preacher
lately preached against mariolatry, which
called forth severe articles from the priests,
bishops, cardinals, and even the Pope. Masses
were celebrated and special meetings held "to
atone for the outrage on the mother of God."
—Seven. Belgian priests have gone to the
length of prohibiting. children attending the
communal schools from entering their churches.
In consequence the Minister of Justice has issued a circular calling attention to the existence of laws making the churches free to all.
—Mr. Moody and Mr. Sankey, who are to
spend the winter at St.-Louis, commenced their
meetings there on the 25th ult. The city has
been divided into five districts, and the details
of the work placed in the hands of a committee
of laymen, composed of one from each evangelical denomination.
—The Vice-President of the United States
laid before the Senate a petition of the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church of
the United States, representing 5009 churches
and over half a million communicants, asking
for a Commission of Inquiry concerning the alcoholic liquor traffic. Referred.
—The Rev. George Hepworth. D. D., has
had an interview with Father Hyacinthe in
regard to his doctrinal position, and gives as a
result the opinion that the pere is not a Protestant, except in the sense of protesting against
abuses in the Church of Rome. He is still a
Catholic, conducts a Catholic service, and
holds essentially to the Catholic theology.
--The Council of the English Church Union
has determined upon the policy of resistance
to Lord Penzance's judgment in the case of the
Rev. Alexander Mackonochie. Mr. Mackonochie has expressed his willingness to go to
prison. His church wardens and congregation will prevent another clergyman from officiating in his place, without authority from
Mr. Mackonochie.
—Fine churches were charged by Dr. Tudor
of St. Louis, at the recent Evangelical Alliance
Conference, with being one cause why the
masses do not go to church in cities. Dr.
Tudor said: "Our fine fashionable churches
deter the poor, argue the question as we may.
Go to your church with this bonnet? And it
is all the bonnet I have l' is the irresistible
argument on the other side."
—Infidelity being so rife in Holland, it is
scarcely necessary to say that the system of education is entirely secular, but the length to
which the exclusion of the Bible is carried is
somewhat remarkable. A member of a school
board said to the deputation to the Christian
Alliance : " If it were proposed to set a headline for a copy for the children to write the
words, Evil communications corrupt good manners,' it would not be allowed, because the
words are taken from the Bible.'"
—Cardinal Nina, Papal Secretary of State,
writes to the Papal Nuncio at Brussels that the
Holy See has used all efforts in the past to
avoid a conflict, and that further overtures are
inconsistent with its dignity. He instructs
the Nuncio to return to Rome at once, if the
Belgian Government recalls its Ambassador to
the Vatican. The dignity of Rome was already compromised by professing good will to
the Belgian Government and instructing the
Bishops to continue their resistance.
—The Protestant Episcopal Church has recruited largely since the war from the Southern army. Bishop Quintard, of Tennessee ;
Bishop Dudley, of Kentucky ; Bishop Peterkin, of \Vest Virginia ; Bishop Harris, of Michigan, and two or three others, including the
Bishop-elect of Louisiana, Dr. Galliher, all
served in the Confederate army, and so did at
least three of the missionary Bishops appointed
by the House of Bishops—Elliott, of Western
Texas ; Wingfield of Northern California and
Penick, of Cape Palmas.

—Trouble in Cuba is increasing.
—Thomas A. Doyle has been elected mayor
of Providence, R. I., for the fifteenth time in
succession.
—The war in Afghanistan is not ended.
The natives are still resisting the English. A
heavy battle has recently taken place.
—Twelve men are awaiting trial for murder
in New York city. There are six indicted for
murder now in Ukiah jail, Mendocino county,
Cal., awaiting their trial.
—Secretary McCrary resigned, was nominated for Judge of the Fifth Judicial Circuit,
and unanimously confirmed by the Senate.
Alexander Ramsey, of Minnesota, was confirmed as Secretary of War.
—An attempt to assassinate Lord Lytton in
Calcutta, was made Dec. 12. As usual, when
attempts are made upon the lives of nobility,
the perpetrator was insane. Too many insane
people at large for the safety of crowned heads
and rulers.
—A railroad has just been completed to the
top of Mount Vesuvius. It rises from the level
of the Neapolitan Bay to the very verge of the
crater. It is run by powerful traction engines,
at each end, with steel ropes. It is expected
to prove a paying investment.
—There is a growing feeling that the Ute
Commission will prove a failure, and that a
war must ensue. At a recent session one warrior gave a war signal, but it was not responded
to, and some of the Indians immediately left.
They all come thoroughly armed.
—The village of Red Rock, Luzerne Co.,
Pa., was entirely destroyed on the night of
Dec. 11, by the firing and explosion of oiltanks. The oil spread over the village, burning everything in its track. Three hundred
families were left homeless in the cold.
—A recent battle between the Montenegrins
and Albanians was the bloodiest and most destructive in the history of the war. Not less
than 1,500 troops are reported killed, and at
least 2,000 wounded. The battle was folight
in the bitterest possible spirit, no quarter being
given on either side.
—In the election in Massachusetts for School
Committees, the women voted. The vote in
Boston was nearly to the full number registered. A report says, " The decorum at the
polls and the courtesies shown the new element in the voting population was a noticable
feature of the day's events."
—The most distressing accounts continue of
the sufferings of the people in Upper Silesia,
caused by famine. The crops were almost a
total failure, and latest advices are to the effect
that not less than 200,000 people are suffering
for food, many of whom must starve unless relief be furnished by the Government.
—Near Harrison, Ohio, Dec. 9, on the White
Water Valley Railroad, a construction train,
closely following a passenger train, ran into a
wagon crossing the road, containing Peter
Singer. Mat. Singer, Mrs. Maggie Singer, Peter Nuse, and Miss Ella Hurley. The first
four named were instantly killed, and Miss
Hurley injured.
—A frightful explosion of sewer gas•took
place on the night of Dec. 9, on Jefferson
street, from Second to Sixth streets, Oakland,
by which windows were shattered, houses injured, and one porch throWn completely down ;
mantles were broken, plaster cracked, etc.
Some houses have a scorched appearance. A
similar explosion, equally severe, occurred in
San Francisco on Sunday last.
—Great excitement was reported, Dec. 10,
prevailing at St. Petersburg. The gendarmierie and police forces have been largely increased. They incessantly patrol the streets
of the city, and are especially numerous and
vigilant near the Winter Palace. These circumstances indicate that fresh attempts upon
the life of the Czar are anticipated.
—Winter in Switzerland has set in with almost unexampled fury. Within the past few
days earthquakes, hurricanes, and snow storms
of unprecedented violence have occurred.
Railroads are blockaded, with snowdrifts and
fallen trees, and in this city, Berne, Neuchatel, and other points, immense damage has
been done to property, and considerable loss
of life is reported.
—A very severe wind storm passed over the
town of Renick, Randolph county, Mo., Dec.
9. The residence of 13y id Ityle was tort to
pieces, every member of the family being more
or less injured, and Mr. Ryle fatally. The
house of Joe Patrick was blown down, and Mrs.
Wright, a visitor, was so seriously hurt that
she died last night. The dwelling of Noah
Burkhead was torn to pieces, and Mrs. Burkhead was seriously wounded. Several other
houses were considerably injured, and fences,
grain, stock, and trees destroyed.
—The destruction of dams on nearly all the
principal rivers in Hungary and Transylvania,
and the terrible inundations, are again filling
the public mind with anxiety. But for the
intense cold, ranging from 15 to 20 degrees below zero, Reaumar, Grossevardien, and several
villages around the city, would have shared
the fate of Szegedin. Temeovar, Arada, and
several towns in Transylvania, were partly inundated Monday, and, as in Grossevardien, a
great number of houses fell in. So suddenly
came the flood that hardly any preventive
measures had been taken, and great damage
to property is reported, but no loss of life. A •
continuance of the frost alone can prevent the •
most serious disaster.
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United. States in Prophecy.

WE regret that we made the author of the
OAKLAND, CAL., FIFTH-DAY, DEC. 18, 1879. article in last week's SIGNS appear to say what
he did not say, namely, that a tunnel has been
Close of the Volume.
completed under Detroit River, There is a
THIS number closes the Fifth Volume of the wide difference between a work contemplated
SIGNS OF THE TIMES. We have little to say and completed ; but from present indications
of the past, except this, that the mercy of God the statement will soon be true of the Hudson
has followed us throughout the year. Our River at New York. The argument on our
cares and perplexities have not been few ; but progress as a nation stands strong, for all must
often, when the way seemed hedged up on be aware that only a part of the evidences are
every hand, the Lord has opened it before us, given in these articles.
and His ear has never been closed against the
San Francisco.
united petitions of those laboring here.
LAST
Sabbath
there was more than an usWe were sent by the General Conference to
take local charge of the SIGNS for one year. ually good turn out in the city, not only of our
Our readers are aware that we have somewhat own people, but strangers were present. Our
exceeded our time, holding our position till meeting was a good one. San Francisco is
the end of the volume, that arrangements may truly, as has been said, a missionary field, and
be better made for the benefit of the volume we deeply regret that the Conference is not
to come. By the kind interest as well as for- able to do more missionary work in the city
bearance of friends this has been a prosperous at this time. Scarcely anything is being done
year for this paper. We are thankful that its at present when so much needs to be done.
present standing is what it is. When we con- With its moving population we fear the church
sider the difficulties under which we have la- will not hold its own unless some provision is
bored much of the time, and the many failures made for labor there.
we have made, (for we have not been able,
Napa.
under our circumstances, to bring the paper
BY the advice of Eld. Haskell I have comup to that standard which we had marked for
it), we feel that we have great reason to be menced visiting the churches for the purpose
thankful for the patience and forbearance so of getting them more fully to adopt the tithcontinuously manifested by our patrons. But ing system and the additional one-third for
whatever our failures may have been we know missionary purposes. Was at Napa from the
that none have been intentional. We have 12th to 15th. At the close of our meeting on
this consciousness that we have endeavored to the Sabbath, stated the object of my mission
serve the cause untiringly to the best of our and some of the Scripture evidences why we
should give of our substance to carry forward
ability since we came to the Pacific coast.
We are happy to say that the outlook for the message, and the advantages of a regular
the paper is much brighter than it was a year system to give as the Lord has prospered us.
ago. The prospect for the future is every way We had evidence that the Lord worked for us,
cheering. We have been able to make such for on visiting the brethren and sisters at their
arrangements that the mechanical execution homes on the two following days we found them
of the SIGNS will be even better than it has nearly all, who had not done so, willing to sign
been in the past. Much of the type will be the tithing and temperance pledges, and also
entirely new, and of superior finish ; and some to adopt the one-third, to keep up the district
young people have been in training under our missionary funds. We hope, and expect, to find
own supervision to do the type setting on the the same spirit manifested throughout the Conpaper. We think we may safely promise that ference. And as we prove the Lord by bringing all the tithes into the storehouse with our
the work will be first class in every respect.
But this is only a small part of the improve- offerings, to help advhnce his work in the
ment which we are warranted to promise for earth, we may expect that he will pour out his
the coming volume. It has been a matter of blessing upon us, and the cause in California
deep regret that the arduous labors of Sister will advance. We pray that he will give us
White, during the Camp-meeting season, pre- hearts and grace to do our part that the promM. C. ISRAEL.
vented the uninterrupted continuance of her ise may be fulfilled.
valuable articles. We do not expect that her
Chico, Cal.
labors in such important meetings will be less;
but the General Conference, at its late session
CLOSED our meetings in the tent about two
took steps to furnish her with the requisite weeks ago on account of heavy rains. Have
assistance of writers, so that there may be no been laboring privately since. Thirty-nine
interruption of her -writings in the year to have signed the covenant, others are keeping
come. This will be a feature of the coming the Sabbath. We expect to take the tent
volume which all its readers will appreciate. down to-morrow and store it here for the winTo those who have-had the privilege and pleas- ter.
ure of reading her writings not a word need be
Sabbath and to-day we held meetings organsaid as a recommendation of them. The con- izing a Sabbath school of between forty and
viction which they carry to every reader, of fifty members. Bro. L. Church Superintentheir excellence and value, is better than any dent. Bro. Frank Boucher, Secretary.
recommendation which others can give them.
T. and M. Society organized with seventeen
By reason of circumstances, beyond human members. Sr. Cora Boucher, librarian. Precontrol so far as we know, Brother White was sented the Bible system of finance, and all
prevented carrying out his intention to fur- present (thirty-four) signed the tithing pledge.
nish a series of articles for volume five. But To-day five willing souls were buried with
while attending the Camp-meetings the past their Lord in baptism. Prayer-meetings apseason he was maturing his views on impor- pointed for each Wednesday evening. We
tant Scripture subjects, which he now proposes think there is a chance for more profitable lato give through the SIGNS in an "all-year bor here after the holidays. In the meantime
series" of articles. These articles will be a we expect to labor with the churches.
leading feature of the paper for the next volJ. D. RICE,
Dec. 14, 1879.
R. A. MORTON.
ume. In making these announcements we feel
-41111.-o
doubly relieved,-not only of burdens of reTHE :Monitor, San Francisco, quotes the
sponsibility for the contents of the paper, but
"our feelings are those of deep satisfaction that statement of the Chronicle that Beecher's lanthe paper will be constantly supplied with the guage last Sunday, as reported by telegram,
was of such a blasphemous and indecent charmost acceptable matter.
acter
that but few journals in the land would
Altogether we most heartily congratulate
the patrons of the SIGNS on the bright pros- dare print it; and says : " We were sorry to see
the horrible blasphemies published by the
pect before both the paper and its readers. •
Bulletin. It is a sad use to be made of the telWater of Life.
egraph and printing press, the noblest invenIN the "International Lessons" for Sunday tions of the age, thus to make them the means
Schools is the following comment on Rev. 22 : of disseminating such abominable utterances."
1 :"STATISTICS of crime in Italy show a fear" 'Water of life.' A Hebraism for living
water,' or water flowing as from a spring, fresh, ful state of affairs. The report of the minclear, and cool."
ister shows that during the past year more
After the same method of interpretation we than 2,000 murders were committed, an averare to suppose the expression, "Tree of life," age per million of the population unequaled
is a Hebraism for a "living tree." Thus in by any other country on the face of the globe.
Gen. 2 : 9 a living tree would form a beautiful
During the same time the number of ordinary
contrast with the other trees, which we may
robberies, burglaries, etc., is stated at 40,000,
suppose were dead trees, in the garden of Eden
These international Sunday-school lessons while there are 50,000 robberies accompanied
contain about as much theological twaddle as with violence. In her long catalogue of crime
Italy stands without a peer."
can anywhere be found.

DECEMBER IN CALIFORNIA.
THE silver fountain playeth
White in the pale moon's shine;
The mild south wind delayeth,
Caught in yon fragrant pine;
The garden jasmine bloometh ;
The violet perfumeth ;
The garden space assumeth
A mystery divine.
After bright rains the roses
Re-open, freshly fed;
The calla's lip uncloses,
Acacia buds dispread.
Re-born the verdure springeth ;
O'er meadows where she wingeth
The lark, delighted, singeth,
To raptures caught and wed.
Is this the pale December,
Who, in the frozen lands,
Weeps in her widowed chambers,
With deathly lips and hands?
Crowned with the solar powers,
Robed all in pearly showers,
She leaves her budded bowers ;
A bride, a bride, she stands.
Heart! pining in the old time,
A promise take from this!
By silver time, by gold time,
God cometh, with a kiss.
Changed age, with blessings laden,
Glides forth, a white-robed maiden,
To lead thee to her aidenn*The new creation's bliss.

T. L. HARRIS.

.Eden. Probably a license from the pronunciation in the
Hebrew.

FINE ILLUSTRATED BOOKS,
FOR HOLIDAY PRESENTS, AND LIBRARIES FOR SABBATH-SCHOOLS.
PRICE.

TIME.

History of the Reformation; in five volumes, by Martin.
The moot readable work of th, kind published. Price
$12.00
in Morocco
1.50
Life of Luther, and His Times, by Martin
1.50
Ili,tory of the Huguenots, by Martin
1.25
Purpose
.90
The Climbers
1.00
Almost a Man
Almost a Woman
The 3Iediterranean
The Bird World
The Sea
Mysteries of the Ocean
The Mountain
Those Holy Fields
Spanish Pictures
A in ei iean "
Great Shipwrecks
Animal Life Throughout the Globe

josephus
Golden Springs .
Beautiful Birds
Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress
Bible Picture Book

1.25
6.00
6.00
6.09
6.00
6.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
2.50

2.60
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
1.00
.75

Indian Mirror .
Bible Pictures
Picture Book of Animals
Memorials of Early Genius

1.75
1.75
1.50
1.50
1.50

Wonders of the Underground World
Wonders of the Physical World
Self-taught Men
The vivians of Woodiford
Stories of Animal Sagaciti
Stories of Bird Life
Alpine Adventure
Home Life in Ancient Palestine
Sea Birds
With the Birds.

1 50
1.60
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.25
1.25

Treasures of the Deep
•
Earth and Its Treasures

1.50

Scenes with Hunters and Trappers
The Ocean and Its Wonders
Natural History of the Bible.
S a Birds and Story of their Lives
Aloe's Picture Story Book
The Children's Garland
The Daisy Chain
The Children's Wreath
The Children's Poesy
Natural History Scrap Book
Half Hours Among the Animals
Goat Land
Success in Life
Youthful Diligence
Mark Raffles in Japan
The Sea and the Sea Shore
Birds of Gay Plumage
With the Birds
Perils Among the Heathen
The Boy Makes the Man

1.25
1.25
1.25
L25
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
1.00

1.00
WHEN John was banished to Patmos, a
1.00
lonely, rocky island in the .Egean Sea, he
1.00
1.00
probably thought his usefulness was at end.
1.00
1.00
But God's thoughts are not as our thoughts,
.75
.75
nor his ways as our ways (Isa. 55 :8, 9); and
.75
therefore he who often maketh the wrath of
.75
Birds We See
.75
man to praise him so overruled the event The
Things in the Forest
.75
Bible
Pictures
and
What
They
Tell
Us
.76
that it was for the glory of his own name and Stories from ,I,wish History
.76
.60
the good of his servant. From that rocky Story of Audubon
" " Cyrus Field
.50
pulpit the beloved disciple has been preaching
• " Palissy, the Potter
.50
" " Scoresby, the Arctic Navigator
.50
adown the centuries, and will till the glorified
• " John Howard, the Philanthropist
.50
" " John Smea, on
.50
Saviour shall come to take his bride to himself.
• " Sir Humphrey Davy
.50
" " Benvenuto Celiini
It is best to trust God in storm and sunshine.
.50
Homes of the Birds
.50
He can make us useful where we little think Home Circle, Vole. 1, 2, 3,
each .60
of it. See Rom. 8 : 28.-Messiah's Berald,
OZCZ'ORJD 3E3=M2-1=S.

Appointments.

No providence preventing Elder J. H. Waggoner and myself will meet with the church at
Santa Rosa, Sabbath and Sunday, Dec. 20-21.
On the following Sabbath Elder Waggoner
will meet with the church at Vacaville.
M. C. ISRAEL.
Church Quarterly Meetings.
THE church quarterly meetings will be held
the first Sabbath and Sunday in January. On
the Sabbath the list of members is to be rend
by the clerk and each member is expected to respond in a personal testimony or by letter.
Evening after the Sabbath or Sunday the
church tract and missionary meeting will be
held, at which time all dues for the past quarter should be paid.
District Quarterly Meetings.

They contain, in addition to the authorized Text, with References,
I Time BIBLE STUDENTS' HELPER.
1 Notes on Old Testament. ;15 The Divided Monarchy.
2 Notes on New Testament. 16 Genealogy from Adam to
3 Miracles in Old Testament. Jacob.
4 Parables in Old Testament. '17 Supposed Chronology of the
5 Miracles of Our Lord.
Acts and Epistles.
6 Parables of Our Lord.
13 Geography and Topography
7 Names & Titles of Our Lord.,
of Palestine.
8 Prophecies about Christ. 19 Natural Hist. of Scripture.
9 Prayers found in Scripture. 20 Ethnology of Bible Lands.
10 Harmony of the Gospels. 21 Historical Summary.
11 Missionary j ou n eys of Paul 22 Symbols used in the Bible.
12 Paul's Voyage to Rome.
23 Tables of Weights & Mess13 Jewish Sects, Parties. etc.
uses, and Time & Money.
14 Chronology of Old Test. 124 The Jewish Year.
IL AN INDEX TO rila HOLY BIBLE.
III. A COMPLETE CONCORDANCE OF THE SCRIPTURES.
IV. DICTIONARY OF SCRIPTURE PROPER NAMES, WITH THEIR
PRONUNCIATION AND MEANING.
V. SCRIPTURE MAPS.
1 The Ancient World.
7 Kingdoms of Judch &Israel
2 Armenia, with Assyria,Bab- S Assyria and the Adjacent
ylonia, etc., in the Petri-. Countries, illustrating the
archal ages.
i
3 Canaan in Patriarchal ages.
4 The Peninsula of Sinai, with'
part of Egypt, illustrating

Kingdoms of Solomon, and
of Judah and Israel, and
the Captivities.
Palestine in the Times of

9
the Journeys of Israelites. I Our Lord.
THE quarterly meetings of the several dis6
Canaan
as
divided
among110
The Environs of Jerusalem.
tricts will be held on Sabbath and Sunday,
the Tribes.
11 Journeys of Apostle Paul.
Jan. 10 and 11, as follows:6 The Dominions of David 12 The Roman Empire in the
and Solomon.
Apostolic Age.
No. 1 at Santa Rosa. 1No. 5 at Woodland.
PEARL 24 MO. TEACHERS' BIBLES.
" 6 " Red Bluff.
"2
Numbers.
Price.
" 3 " St. Helena.
" 7 " Oakland.
500 French Morocco, gilt ec,Iges,cstciffuitcov,c,rs
$ 1 50
501
"
circuit
1 75
" 8 " San Francisco.
" 4 " Los Bolsa
502 Venetian "
2
00
At these meetings there should be a full 605
Persian "
" " flexible "
2 10
508 Imitation Seal Skin, gilt edges, divinity circuit
report from every church in each district.
2 50 ,
511 Turkey Morocco, gilt edges, flexible covers.- 2 60
" " divinity circuit, kid
515 Lel ant "
State Quarterly Meeting.
lined,:flexible backs
4 80
Postage 9 cents additional.
THE State Quarterly Meeting of the CaliRUBY 16M0. TEACHERS' BIBLES.
fornia T. and M. Society will be held in San 550 French Morocco, gilt edges, stiff covers
2 60
•Francisco Sabbath and Sunday, January 17 551
" " circuit "
2 75
558
Imitation
Seal
Skin,
gilt
edges
,
divinity
circuit
3 50
and 18. It is earnestly hoped that all of the 561 Turkey Morocco,
"
" flexible covers
3 00
Directors and other officers will be present and 571 Seal Skin. kid lined, red edge under gelid, rounded
corners, divinity circuit
7 25
as many of the brothers and sisters as can.
Postage 10 cents additional.
NONPAREIL
16
MO.
TEACHERS'
BIBLES.
OAKLAND-Services at the Seventh-day Adedges stiff covers
$ 2 35
ventist church, corner of Thirteenth and Clay 600 French Morocco, gilt
"
"
circuit "
2 75
streets, every Sabbath (Saturday) at 11 A. M., (6650151 Persian "
" " flexible "
2 75
3 25
and Sunday evening at 7:30. Prayer-meet- 610 Turkey "
flexible
stiff
3 25
ing every Tuesday evening at 7. Sabbath- 615 Levant "
" " divinity circuit
kid lined
school at 9:30 o'clock. Sabbath morning.
5 75
061 Turkey "
gilt edges, flexible covers...- 4 25
SAN FRANCISCO-Services at the SeventhPostage 12 cents additional.
day Adventist church, on Laguna street, beMINION 8V0. TEACHERS' BIBLES.
tween Tyler and McAllister, every Sabbath 705 Persian Morocco, gilt edges, flexible covers
4 25
Seal Skin, gilt edges, divinity circuit
(Saturday), at 11 A. M., and Sunday evening 703 Imitation
kid lined
5 25
at 7:30. Prayer-meeting every Wednesday 710 Turkey Morocco, gilt edges, stiff covers
5 00
"
" flexible " "
5 00
evening at 7:30. The Hayes Valley cars of 711 "
Market street and the Lone Mountain cars of 715 Levant lin ed " " divinity circuit
7 60
the Central railroad, cross Laguna street near 720 Seal Skin, red under gold, limp
10 00
Postage 18 cents additional
the church.
WIDE MARGIN FOR MSS NOTES.
911 Turkey Morocco, gilt edges, flexible covers
9 50
D15 Levant "
" " divinity cireuit
kid
lined
14
00
•
Postage 28 cents additional.
$2.00 BACII. T AI Chapman 7-1, Wm Nuttall 6-47, Mary A
REFERENCE BIBLES WITHOUT TEACHHigley 7-1, T Chibot 7-1, James Dougan 7-1, W A Pratt
ERS' HELPS.
Lydia Crane 6-45, Cordelia Woodruff 6-47, J B Gregory 6-47,
Clasp Family or Pulpit Bibles, from $7.50 to $12,00
John Jones 7-1, J L Wood 7-1.
Postage from 50 cents to 75 cents additional.
$1.50 EACH. Mrs H Rears 6-48, Sarah E Striplin 7-1, James
Edge, stiff covers
1 00
Griswold 6-47, Jane Bench 6.26, Peter Powers 7:.3, Martha J 3002 Gilt
" " circuit "
1 25
Logan 7-1, Myron C Gould 6-47, Wm Lord 7-1, L J Yoder 6-48. 3021
3029 " " brass rim and clasp
1 25
50e EACH. David Frame 6-17, Joseph E Wilson 6-10, Mrs J
Postage 9 cents additional.
MeMulkin 6-13, Mrs Polly Denison 6-12, Edwin 0 Tuttle 6-12.
Those wishing to see size and style of type can obtain samMISCELLANEOUS. Luther Warren (5 copies) 6.00, 6-47, Miss ple by writing to this office.
Any one ordering Teachers' Bible for Holiday Present, can
Ella Lucas (24 copies) 7.20, 6-12, J B Stillwell (10 copies)12.00,
6-47, David Hoyt 75c 6-24, J Swartz 75c 6-24, Mrs J Jones (3 have their name stamped on the cover in gold free of charge.
copies) 3.60, 6-41, S J Kelly 1.00, 6-32.
Address,
PACIFIC Pans, Oakland, Cal.
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INDEX TO -VOLUME FIVE.
POETRY.
PAGE.

41
Alone with my Conscience
118
A Little School-girl .
167
A-Doctor's Story
'251
A Hymn
265
According to His Work
283
A Man of Sorrows
294
A Summer Afternoon
299
A Contented Mind
326
A Close Hard Man
A Gentle Word is Never Lost _331
350
Ante-Mortem
355
After the Storm
379
A Minute
Blessed are They that Mourn _ _ _ _17
43
Beauty of Truth
88
Beauty of Soul
230
Be Content
291
Bitter Sweet
Branches of the True Vine
345
Behold Your King
347
75
Contentment
Calling the Angels In
123
Channels for Love
134
Christ Stilling the Tempest _ _ _ _193
Chastisement
369
Christmas Hymn
378
Daily Living
33
Decreed
38
Do Nothing Rashly
174
Drawing Water
235
Death
267
December in California
384
Enough _ _ _
281
For My Sake
329
Garden of the Heart
142
George Newmark's Hymn
145
Grandmother
270
God Knows
275
God's School
278
God's Building
353
Hidden Beauties
110
Hinder Me Not
179
Herein is Love
219
His Wondrous Name
225
His Jewels
374
He Will Come
377
If Mothers only Knew
14
Is it Right ?
86
I Gather Them In
158
Ingathering
246
Jesus Is Mine
176
Jesus Keep Me
305
Little Things
73
Life's Cup of Bliss
137
Light through Clouds
238
Lead Thou Me On
315
Lost and Found•
321
Look Up, Not Down
334
Much to Do
94
Meekness
248
Mission Song
273
Not as I Will
187
Our Daily Reckoning
83
Old Truths
89
Only
102
Other Men
166
O Leave Me Not Alone
169
Onward and Upward
206
0, Quickly Come
233
Palestine
1
Poor Mrs. Jenkins
22
Prayer out of the Depths
97
Peace on Earth
129
Psalm of Cheerfulness
182
Peace
249
Pearly Portals
352
Rowing Against the Tide
177
3
Sabbath Hymn
23
Silence is Golden
Somebody's Mother
70
Seen and Unseen
105
Scatter Gladness
126
Smiles
214
Sufferings of the Saints
217
Spent and Misspent
222
6
The Old Year and the New
9
The Starless Crown
15
The Two Glasses
19
The Fourth Commandment
27
The Sabbath Not Jewish
Tired Mothers
30
The Sermon
31
46
There's Danger in the Town
49
The Gold of Hope
54
The Difference
57
The Saddest Fate
75
The Teacher
79
Temperance Song
81
Tired
113
The Love of God 121
The Web of Life
150
The Two Lights
151
The Funeral of Hope
153, 203
The Sabbath _ _ _ _ .
198
The Web of Years
201
The Mourner's Prayer
209
Trust
211
The Grace of Christ
227
The Morning Cometh
241
The Link of Gold
__254
The Mother's Love
257
The Seraph's Touch
259
The Rose of Sharon
The Way to be Beautiful forever 262
297
The Hope of Life
307
The Things Unseen
310
The Songs of Nature

Triumph of Faith
Three. Words of Strength
The Prayer of Love
Thy Coming Again
Thanksgiving all the Year
The March of Life
Under the Leaves _
Witch, Mother, Watch
What Makes a Man
Woman's Work
Who Is Thy Friend?
Waiting
Wisdom
What does it Matter?
Why Stand Ye Idle ?
What Makes a Woman
Whatsoever
What of That ?
Who Is My Friend ?

313
323
337
339
366
382
302
62
67
78
161
190
195
243
286
___342
361
363
371

GENERAL ARTICLES.
8
Anti-Chinese
15
Alcohol-What ;s it?
Am. Health & Temp. Assoc'n _ _ _ _21
24
Acknowledged
27
A Godly Life
30
A Mother's Discipline
31.
Are Shade-trees Healthful?
Arguments against the World's
35
Conversion
37
Across the Atlantic
An Appeal from a Lady to the
39
Gentlemen
40
A Subterfuge
48
A Warning
A Warning for Our Time _ . _50. 102
Answers to Questions 52, 60, 68, 84
100, 136, 152, 156, 164, 192, 248, 328
60
A Truth Well Stated
62
A Word to Mothers
63
A Victim of Tobacco
Adapt your Shoes to your Feet . _ _63
64
An Interesting Paper _ __ _
67
An acknowledged Test
70
A true Story of a Horse
71
A Jaded Head
.71
A Peculiar Case
A Letter to a Friend concerning
75, 83
Tea
86
A Cure for Slander
An Appeal for the Testimonies _ _ _88
96
A Disastrous Flood
110
A significant Testimony
110
A Star in the Crown
110
A Joke on the Eagle
An Anti-Tramp Law that Works 112
115, 123, 131, 138
A Dialogue .
117
A Good One
118
A Smile for Home
An Interesting Question Settled 124
127
A Captain's Confession
127
Are Fat People Healthy?
128
A Remarkable Case
131
A New Discovery
143
Admit the Sun
144
A Safe Calculation
151
All but Idiots stop the Tap
152
Arrival in Oakland
155
An Interesting Discovery
163
An Inanimate Detective
164
An Exciting Doctrine
164
A Specimen of Knowledge
166
A General Candle-Snuffer
168
Anti-Tobacco
168
A Remarkable Tradition
171, 179
A Second Dialogue
176
Acquittal
179
A Japanese Evangelist
182
A Mother's Error
183
A Recipe to 'be Miserable
186
AmbaSsadors of Christ
189
An Acceptable Spirit
Another Reason for the Pocasset
192
Murder
195
A Point of Law
204
A Good Meeting
207
Alcohol causes Insanity
208
A Living Death
Arrival at Southampton, Eng. 220
234
A Converted Ministry
235
Ashamed
236
A Great Responsibility
239
Abusing the Bahy
Another Cause of Complaint __ _ _240
240
Age to Come. Doctrine
Are All the Commandments A244
' bolished ?
246
An Enriched Heir
247
A Clean Body
--247
A Ruined Home
255
Alum in Bread
262
A Mother's Voice
Assassination of Dr. Kalloch _ _264
266
A Poor Church Member
A Common Error about the Chris266
tian Life
A Mammoth Sabbath-School _ _ _272
296
Adversity
Annual Meeting of the Cal. State
Sabbath-School Association _296
A Scene in a Church on Sunday _298
299
An Odd Person
302
A Sad Story
303
A Handy Anesthetic
A Hint to Bald-Headed People._303
Annual Meeting of the Califor304
nia T. and M. Society
307
Animal Intelligence
311
A Lesson from O'Leary
317
Answer on 2 Cor. 5 : 1-8
320
A True Statement
A Negative Creed Unsatisfactory 321
321
A Touching Incident
324
An Educated Ministry
328
Agents Wanted
A Hymn that has been Tested _329

385

70
334 How to Get the Best Places
Civility to Children
74
334 Heavenly Transformation
Courtesy in Business
75
334 How to Cure a Bad Memory
Courtship and Marriage
78
335 How to Spoil a Child
Cellars
78
343 Hold Your Tongue
Carniverous Plants
82
California Seaman's Mission -. 344 Have We a Message
86
Clergymen like the Stand-bys 347 How Boys may succeed
96
354 History of a Pious Fraud
Christ's Second Coming
104
Hold On
Christ's Followers, the Light of
118
369 Help One Another
the World
134
382 Home Comforts
Cause of Unbelief
142
384 Have Patience
Close of the Volume
Heterodox Spelling
144
Dr. Edward Beecher on the ImHow It Was Blotted Out
150
11 How to keep Ice in the Sick Room 151
mortality of the Soul
16 Help in Time of Need
Defective Religion
162
17 How to make Life Pleasant
Duty of a Preacher
166
32, 120 Hurting A Child's Heart
Directors' Meeting
174
40 Home influence
Drifting Where
206
64 Home Beauty
Daniel 11:37
214
70 He's been a Soldier, by His walk 234
Dog Speech
70 How English Ladies Take Their
Defense of a Goose
71
Dieting for Health
Liquor;
239
Danger in Books
110 Hopeful
242
112 Harsh Criticism
23 Do not be Discouraged
242
Beer or What ?
120 Healdsburg Camp-meeting _264, 292
31 Death of Dr. Ives
Brain Poisoned by Tobacco
126 He Didn't Want to Hear It _ _ ..323
53 Dependent Women
Blessed are They that Do
126 Having Eyes they See Not _ _ _ _324
Beware of Diseased Meat ______ . 71 Delicacy of Feeling
Baptist Banner on the Sabbath _ _84 Don't Stimulate the Young _ _ _ _143 Healthy Women
327
144 He Made a Mistake
87 Death of Gen. Dix
Benefit of Walking
332
Do
Everything
Well
162
110
Health and Temperance
Begin Aright
333
169 Honesty
133 Deliverance of Peter
Before many Tongues
334
Black Plague in San Francisco _ _148 Departing and Being with Christ _170 Healthfulness of Fruit
335
Battle for Universal Dominion _155 Do You See it in Your Heart _ _171 How Drunkards are Made
351
Death
of
Eld.
J.
N.
Ayres
184
169
Beautiful Sentiment
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SEASONS I

We wish to call attention to the following books issued at this Office
for the youth and children
I. SUNSHINE SERIES.
THIS series comprises ten little books in glazed covers, each containing
32 pages of choice and attractive stories for children from four to eight
years of age. Price of the series, 50 cents.
2. GOLDEN GRAINS.
Tins is also a series of ten books, each containing 32 pages of carefully
selected stories for children from eight to twelve years old. Price, 50
cents. Bound in three volumes-The Hard Way, The School-boy's Dinner, Grumbling Tommy-40 cents each.
3. CHILD'S POEMS.
THIS book contains the prettiest poems ever written for children, and
will be found of lively interest. Even older ones read it with pleasure.
Price, 30 cents.
4. THE HOME CIRCLE.
THIS series will comprise, when completed, a library of four or five
books of about 400 pages each. They are filled with the choicest selections both of prose and poetry, and are adapted to the minds of the youth.
Volumes 1, 2 and 3 are now ready for orders. Price per volume, 60 cts.
"THERE are many who have not books and publications upon present
truth. Here is a large field where money can be safely invested. There
are large numbers of little ones who should be supplied with reading.
The Sunshine Series, Golden Grains Series, Poems, Sabbath Readings for
the Home Circle, be., are all precious books, and may be safely introduced
into every family. The many sums usually spent in candies and useless
toys may be treasured up with which to buy these volumes.
" Children need proper reading, which will • afford amusement and
recreation, and not demoralize the mind or weary the body. If they are
taught to love romance, and newspaper tales, instructive books and papers
will become distasteful to them. Most children ,and young people will
have reading matter, and if 'it is not selected for them they will select it
for themselves. They can find anywhere a ruinous quality of reading,
and they soon learn to love it ; but if pure and gbod reading is furnished
them, they will cultivate a taste for. that."-Mss. E. G. WHITE.

